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Farmscaping with Insectary -Plants 
Robert L. Bugg 

Hedgerows, windbreaks, and field
side weeds can all be important in pro
viding the right kind of habitat for some 
of your most important allies - beneficial 
insects. When these allies aren't feasting 
on pests, they may require nectar, pollen, 
alternate prey, and shelter, If you 'farm
scape' with nectar-producing plants, you 
stand a better chance of harboring lots of 
beneficial insects along the margins of 
your fields. Another strategy is to in
clude these useful habitat plants on the 
southern sides of windbreaks. Or you 
,. ,p'��r\.\YfY�'l'n�·rrvp�'l\l.''V' 

can simply allow certain key weed 
species (common k:notweed, Polyganum 
aviculare; sweet fennel, Foeniculum 
vulgare; or toothpick ammi, Ammi 
visnaga) to persist in roadside settings. 

Cover crops can also serve as insect
aries. Usually managed intensively, 
cover crops may be grown for production 
of nitrogen or organic matter, or to 
protect soil from erosion. Grown for 
nitrogen, they typically are ploughed into 
the soil at or near peak flowering, and 
may be mowed or chopped. When the 
goal is to supplement soil organic matter, 
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non-leguminous species are typically 
emphasized. An option for increasing 
soil organic matter is to allow fmther 
maturation in order to increase lignin 
content prior to ploughdown. However, 
some cover crops can become weeds if 
allowed to mature and reseed (e.g., edible 
buckwheat, Fagopyrwn esculentum). 
This is a concern where cover crops are 
grown in rotation with field or row crops. 
On the other hand, in orchard understo
ries, such reseeding is usually desired. 
When grown to prevent erosion, cover 
crops may be managed by some no-till or 
reduced-tillage method. 
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FROM THE EDITOR. 
Never one to editorialize at length� I find myself with lots to 

say and little time to think clearly and get it all down on paper. 
And, alas, this may well be my last message as editor of 'IM. 
Permaculture Activist. 

Some of the reasons why I issued a call for my own repht.ce� 
ment are the same reasons why this issue is late, and why I 1 

can't think too clearly. Mainly, I am involved in a number of 
ventures, both new and old, which require protracted observa-
tion, planning and labor. In short, I am spread too thin, and 
have found it necessary to pass on some responsibilities. 

In chosing to work with the new Editor, Peter Bane, I 

believe I have found an individual as dedicated as I am to pro
viding high quality and balanced information for the growing 
permaculture movement in North America (see "New Direc
tions" on pg.4 for Peter's side of the story). For the next issue 
(August) I will remain the publisher, with additional duties as 
contn'buting editor. Following that, I will continue to edit and 
write a few pages and play a supporting role by feeding infor
mation and contacts to Peter to enable him to effectively carry 
on. Our goal is to maintain some continuity in the content and 
style of the magazine as Peter takes over the business of 
publishing and the art of editing. 

I hope that all of the readers and supporters of The Permac
ulture Activist will likewise help us through the transition 
period. This publication exists to serve the network. and "net
works need to be fed", so please send us appetizing articles, 
delicious drawings, solid staple food press releases, gounnet 
graphics, fresh & fruity photographs, deep-fried in-depth 
thought pieces, crunchy commentary, and other tasty tid-bits of 
infonnation to chew on. 

I was at f'irst hesitant to accept Peter's offer to take over the 
&JmS1. due to his location. Yes, Hawaii is not in North 
America, and it is my intent that the &1iJd.tt continue to serve 
permaculturists in North America However, political realities 
being what they are, Hawai'i is tied to one the primary nation
state of our continent, consequently there is excellent telecom
munciations and mail service between Hawai 'i and the main-
111n�. Peter will have to � with a er time-zone difference, 

slightly higher telephone costs, and greater expense for ship
ping parcels. Other than this thought, there isn't any disadvan
tage to being located in Hawai'i instead of California (or 
Florida, Kansas, or the Yukon for that matter). Bulk mail and 
first class mail to the U.S., Canada, Mexico and Central 
America are the same - and that is how we get most of the 
copies of The Permaculture Activist out to our readers. 

What's next for me 
Over the last few years I have steadily made a transition to 

more work "on the ground". Together with my partner Sharon 
Casey, (we'll be married on Earth Day, 1990) we're buying a 
beautiful 50 acre property {and possibly a second if some other 
interested parties join in) not far from our present rented land. 
The land has substantial water resources (for our dry region), is 
about 85% forested (live oak, blue oak and foothill pine), with 
moderate slopes, pond sites and is suitable for marlcet garden
ing. The Social Forestry system which I wrote about in a past 
issue of the Activist will now begin to evolve more rapidly. 

As well, I continue to manage a 100-acre demonstration site 
for Keyline farming methods on rangeland, and intend to work 
with other ranchers and land-owners to implement this type of 
system. It is exciting to see the changes that can be made on a 

· large scale with a little mechanization, some investment, and a 
lot of advance planning. 

We will continue to make a large part of our income from 
farming - herbs, vegetables, flowers and a steadily expanding 
mix of other products: native bunch grasses for forage and 
seed, tree crops for food, animal feed, firewood and timber, and 
as many elements as we can "stack" into the system with the 
available labor and ingenuity. 

I don't intend to abandon the "information dissemination" 
aspects of my work. In fact, there will be more time to design, 
plant, test and evaluate pennaculture methods, and then write 

continued. page 29 ... 

"Crayfish Entt:iprjses" (Sham� & Guy's farm) from the air. Perermial 
herbs nnd fl::•.•·ers in permanent beds and terraces. Formedy an Oak/ 
Pine/grassland. the land was planted to olives, which were then mostly 
removed over the last quarter century as olive prices fell. Rolling hill 
terrain with many pond sites, good soil and long growing season. An 
open s late for Keyline fanning: tree crops, agroforestiy, and native forest L.,,::===============-----'-----'------------1 & prairie restoration-_ Social Forestiy. 
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New Dire<!t,f911�: · · 
Peter Bane • ' � ! 

Long-time readers of The Penna-· ', 
culture Activist will know that Guy Bald
win has been plugging away at its pages 
faithfully for the last four years, holding 
the banner of North American Permacul
ture high for others to see and support. 
Demonstrating permacultural ethics of ·. 
care for people and dispersal of surplus�. 
he's encouraged budding writers, offered 
a billboard for new (and old) PC groups 
to hang their signs on, and sorted and 
sifted through the froth, hope, and· minu
tiae of letters and newsletters, technical 
papers and reruns of printed matter from 
individuals and institutes all trying to 
heal the Earth, our one body. 

He's brought out some very good 
material, and, it needs to be said, he's 
done a lot of Earth-care in the process, 
collecting and distributing seeds of native 
nitrogen-fixing plants, developing fine 
gardens, both in Davis and on this Sierra 
Foothills farm he shares with Sharon 
Casey, and demonstrating Keyline tech
niques to farmers and ranchers on a 100-
acre parcel nearby. That work goes on, . 
and deepening, calls him to sacrifice in 
other ways than publishing the Activist
he has more to say in the editor's column 
about what lies ahead. 

So, when Guy asked for someone to 
take over publishing the paper, I, full of 
enthusiasm for permaculture and the urge 
to publish, volunteered, and was invited 
out to the farm to have a go. Just as I 
imagine previous issues of The Perma
culture A ctiyist assembled amidst the 
flurry of busy households, community 
work, conferences, neighbors, gardenin·g, 
marketing, and phones ringing off the 
hook, this one has come together through 
a collaborative effort between Guy and 
myself to the accompaniment of cross
country visitors, computer time-sharing, 
farm equipment sellers, drop-in rela
tions, a breakneck journey by bicycle
driven flour mill, a power outage 
courtesy of PG&E, and a rattlesnake who 
came to dinner. I think Guy may be used 
to this, as he seems to take it in stride. I 
can say I'm encouraged by his example, 
as I have a budding design practice, a 
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growing family, a house full of people, a 
garden full of plants, and soon, a small 
magazine to tend myself. It'll be an 
interesting story and I'm sure to· iet you 
know how it goes. · , · 

This has been the first of two issues . 
Guy and I will put out together. The next 
one will be produced in Hawai'i, pri
marily under my editorship; with Guy 
contributing a feature or two and guiding 
the process by studied neglect in much .· · 
the same manner by which he gardens 
(see vol.V, no.2). This summer issue of 
The Permaculture Activist emerged · · 
without a unifying theme, but we will try 
to shape the next one (due out in August) 
around the theme of Water. 

Water has been our subject be'rore 
(particularly in Vol. V,No;4), but it is a 
problem that won't go away. By late 
summer, with the mercury climbing over 
ninety through most of the country, water 
will be on everyone's mind. It's not too 
soon to think about it now. Here in . 
California's Sacramento Valley, the farm 
economy, which incidentally feeds much 
of the nation, depends on run-off water 
from the mighty Sierra Nevada. It's been 
dry the past few years, and water rights, 
quality, storage, and efficient use are 
paramount in every grower's thoughts 
and plans. 

We have similar pressures mounting 
on our high volcanic island in the middle 
of tlie Pad.fie. An. enormous freshwater 
'lens' underlying each of the Hawai'ian 
islands is recharged by trade-wind driven 
rains exceeding three hundred inches per 
year :in .some places, but already the 
county system of water supply is stretch
ed beyond capacity in some districts and 
population growth exceeding 4% per 
year on Hawai 'i island threatens to make 
water shortage pandemic. 

An earlier issue of the Activist listed 
some subjects for possible articles on 
WATER: 

• Harvesting strategies 
• Storage structures and methods 
• Pond planning and construction 
• Rooftop water collection 
• ·Tanks and cisterns 
• Treating polluted water 
• Constructed wetlands 
• Irrigation methods 
• Conservation 
It's a good list and I'd add to it one 

other suggestion: 
• Sharing-the politics of water. 

Write us about your own water situ
ation-where it comes from, how you 
store it, what you do with it Innovative 
solutions, design sketches, proposals, 

stories, poems, and photographs 
are welcome. I can be reached at: 

The Permaculture Activist 
P.O. Box 3630 
Kailua-Kona, m 96739 
(808) 322-3294 

or via the Mfilist"s Davis, 
California address. Aloha, 

Peter Bane 

Peter and BJ Bane (editorial assitant 
Beverly Winge in background). 
2(24!)0 Wedding at Keauhou. 
Hawaii 
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More Permaculture Definitions From Maui Epicenter brochure: 

Editor's note: This is a continuation 
of the collection of definitions of the 
concept of Permaculture published in 
The Penncultr;re Activist Vol V, No 4 
(Nov. 1989). Though a common theme_ 
runs through all. it is useful to see that 
there is a diversity of opinions about that 
very commonly asked question , "What is 
Permaculture?" 

· · 
� 

From the Permaculture Institute of 
Southern California: 

Pennaculture uses biology, ecology 
and agriculture and combines it with 
architectural design and engineering 
methods to support a sustainable future. 
This sustainablility depends on eecon
omic viablilty, environmental sensitivity 
and soicial responsiveness! The empha
sis is on working parallel with nature 
rather than at right angles. 

Pennaculture is the design of human 
living spaces around environmental 
principles. The emphasis is on thoughful 
observation rather than mindless labor. 
This uses insight rather than resources to 
tum problems into assets and waste into 
resources. 

Permaculture is not an end or destina
tion, but rather a means or road leading 
towards sustainable and ecologically 
sound ways to meet human needs. 

From Declan Kennedy: 
The term .. Pennaculture" defines a 

design method which abandons the linear 
sectoral organization of human support 
systems (such as, agriculture, energy and 
water management, architecture, urban 
planning, education, recreation, admini
stration, etc.) ln order to create linkages 
between the various elements needed for 
each specific task. Thus each element 
enhances the function of all others 
similar to the way in which highly devel
oped organisms work. The results are 
often stunning. Both in urban and rural 
settings, Permaculture examples demon
strate how the optimization of the overall 
"yield" saves work (i.e., time and energy) 
and creates beauty, flexibility, and 
responsiveness. Applied on a larger 
sca1e, we could create abundance every
where in the world. All we need is 
human intelligence, courage, and insight. 

From Bill Mollison: 
fmnatient agri� can be re

garded as a valid, safe, and sustainable, 
complete energy system. The needs of 
the system for energy are provided by the 
system. Without permanent agricultme 
there is no possibility of a stable social 
order. 
From Brian Hutchinson: 

Permaculture is knowing/creating 
one's outer aspects, to connect them in 
complex webs that catch incoming 
energies in stable, low-entropy zoos. 

PC is logarithmic; the biggest things 
you see are your nose, home, immediate 
surroundings and internal conditions 
start inside and wo:rk outward. 

PC is the unhurried, non-threatening 
dissolution of all states, and subsequent 
reactivation of corporate, investor, 
government and ghetto welfare stubs. 

To lessen existential fears thru 
reduction of created wants and abun
dance of all needs, in the broadest sense, 
that beings may achieve higher con
scienceness or whatever. 

Permaculture design is planning 
intensive, and involves thorough analysis 
in order to select the species and manage
ment plan for a particular site so that 
roo�_-niay take.hold and sprout new and 
more abundant life. 1 , 

From Dan Hemenway©: 
"Permaculture" is a term used to 

describe the application of ecosystem 
design principles to design sustainable 
human habitation, including supply of 
water, food, energy, shelter, income, aes
thetics, community and other needs, and 
amenities. Permaculture stresses careful 
observation and integration into natural 
design for each place as an alternative 
both to the drudgery of continually labor
ing and to excessive reliance on complex 
technologies, which are inherently 
unstable. 

(note: may not be reprinted without the 
author's permission) 

Time to begin the reforestation oi North America! 

Supermarket apples are bred 
to have an elephant sit on 
them, bounce around and 
still look good! 

Our Living Tree Journal/Catalog 
contains descriptions of over 50 historic 
apple, pear, and apricot varieties plus a 
Planting Guide ·and Historic Apple Index. 

Flip it over for a journal devoted to becoming more passionately ali.ve, featuring 
Spiral Flame, a brilliant analysis of D.H. Lawrence's writings by a Reichian 
therapist, andAmerican Genesis, a startling new theory that modern man made 
his debut in North America. 120 pages. 
For your copy send $7 (refundable with purchase of a tree) to Living Tree 
Centre, P.O. Box 10082, Berkeley, CA 94709. Tel. (415) 528-4467. 
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Farmscaping with Insectary Plants 
by Robert L. Bugg, continued from page 1... 

Integrating insectary factors into 
cover crop management requires special 
attention. As a first step, select cover 
crops that harbor many beneficial insects 
but few insects likely to become pests. 
For example, subterranean clovers harbor 
many beneficial big-eyed bugs, Geocoris 
spp., but few Lygus. 

Timing of cultural practices may be 
important For example, when used as 
green manure, buckwheat is typically 
plowed down after 7-10 days of flower
ing. By contrast, minute pirate bugs 
require about 20 days to produce a new 
generation. Hairy vetch, which takes 
longer to mature, might produce more 
generations of minute pirate bug. How-

. ever, it typically must be chopped prior 
to being incorporated as gr�n manure. 
Mowing or ploughing while they are in 
the non-dispersive nymphal stagc;s would · 
probably kill a large proportion of the 
associated insidious flower bug and 
seven-spotted lady beetle. Mowing, 
however, reduces the ability of Fabaceae 
to support beneficial arthropods, and 
prompts dispersal of Lygus spp., which 
can then become pests in adjoining 
economic crops. 

No-tillage approaches may conserve 
beneficial insects better than does con
ventional tillage. Many predatory wasps 
observed in the present study represent 
ground-nesting species, and tillage would 
probably inierfere with ongoing repro
duction. On the other hand, digger wasps 
often nest in disturbed areas, and tillage 
may also make available new potential 
nesting sites. 

Clearly, if insectary functions are 
desired, management of cover crops may 
require some modification. Use of 
sickle-bar mowers appears a gentler 
alternative to flail mowing, but is not 
always feasible. T1ming of mowing or 
tillage may be adjusted to allow matura
tion or dispersal of beneficial insects. 
Remnant strips of cover crops could 
provide habitat to beneficial insects, and 
arrest movement by dispersive pests, 
such as Lygus spp. 

Beneficial insects include parasites 
and predators. Parasites are usually more 
restricted as to which insects they �l 
attack. Some predators may be fairly. 
specialized, as well, but many are 
generalists - feeding opportunistically on 
various insects and mites. Generalist. 
predators may be especially important in 
field and vegetable crops, because they 
can persist in the absence of pests, may 
arrive in the crop first, and may act to 
pre-empt or slow down pest outbreaks. 

Let's meet some important beneficial 
insects and find out about their special 
plant associations. 

Big-eyed Bugs (Geocoris spp., 
Lygaeidae) are opportunistic predators on 
a wide range of insects and mites. They 
will also feed on nectar. They are 
especially important from May to mid
July when they are commonly found on 
melon, okra, pepper, and squash plants. 
These predators can be abundant in 
stands of common knotweed along field 
margins. They can also build up in cool
season cover crops, like berseem clover, 
Trifoliwn alexandriwn, and subterranean 
clovers, Trif olium subterraneum, but 
disperse to adjoining vegetable crops 
when the clovers die in early summer. 

Hoverflies (Syrphidae) often resem
ble stinging wasps or bees. Many are 
important predators of aphids. Adult 
hoverflies are principally flower visitors, 
feeding on nectar and pollen, but the 
larvae are maggots, and these attack 
aphids. Wind shelter is very important to 
syrphids. Nectar is probably important · 
for reproduction. Flowering buckwheat, 
commonly used as a cover crop, is attrac
tive to syrphid flies. Among weeds com
mon in California, adult syrphids have 
been shown to be attracted to com spur
ry, Spergula arvensis. Other syrphids, 
Allograpta spp., Sphaerophoria spp., and 
Paragus tibia/is were observed at flowers 
of common knotweed Tooth- pick ammi 
attracted Scaeva pyrastri, Eupeodes 
volucris, M etasyrphus� and M elanos
toma.. Windbreak and hedgerow plants 
which attract syrphids include natives 
like California lilacs, Ceanothus spp.; 
coyote brush, Baccharis pilularis; holly
leaved cherry, prunus ilicifolia; and wild 
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buckwheats, Eric gonwn spp. The soap
bark tree, Quillaja saponaria, was shown 
to attract Scaeva pyrastri, M etasyrphus, 
and M elancstoma. 

Lady Beetl�s (Coccinellidae) are 
important predators of aphids and other 
soft-bodied insects. Convergent lady 
beetle is important in field, vegetable, 
and orchard crops; ash-grey lady beetle is 
mainly important in tree crops. In the 
late spring, aphids usually disappear from 
Californian grasslands and most crops, so 
out of desperation, lady beetles feed on 
pollen and nectar. They are extremely 
abundant on flowering soapbark tree 
from �id-June through mid-July. Nectar 
and pollen are important in building up 
fat reserves in the beetles. 

Convergent lady beetles will seek 
bunchgrasses and form great masses of 
beetles that may remain dormant through 
the summer and early winter. Ifbunch
grasses are not available on field mar-

- gins, convergent lady beetles may fly to 
the mountains. Lady beetles can be 
retained and kept active on the farm by 
providing cover crops that harbor aphids 
or other prey. A mixture of hairy vetch, 
Vicia villosa, and rye, Secale cereale, 
works well in the cool season, and hemp 
sesbania, Sesbania exaltata, may prove 
useful during the summer. Shrubs and 
trees can also harbor aphids that sustain 
lady beetles. Black locust, Robinia 
pseudoacacia, saltbush, Atriplex spp., 
and California coffee berry, RhalTlllus 
calif ornica, appear promising in this 
regard. 

Minute Pirate Bug (Oriu.s tristicolor, 
Anthocoridae) are tiny bugs that are 
important predators of com earworm. 
They mainly attack the eggs of these and 
other moths. They are common in the 
silks of com, and can also build up on 
flowering cover crops, shrubs, and 
weeds. Particularly potent sources are 
blue elderberry, Sambucus caerulea; 
hairy vetch, toothpick ammi, and 
domestic and wild buckwheats. 

- Green Lacewings (Chysopidae) are 
predatory in the larval stages, and for 
some species in the adult stage. In other 
species, adults feed only on nectar pollen, 
and honey dew. They are extremely 
abundant on flowering soapbark tree 
from mid-June through mid-July. 
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Brown Lacewings (Hemerobiidae) 

are predatory in the adult and larval 
stages. �d have been shown to be 
important predators of artichoke plume 
moth in California. Adults also feed on 
nectar, pollen, and honeydew, and are 
extremely abun-dant on flowering 
soapbark tree at night. from mid-June 
through mid-July. 

Parasitic Wasps (Braconidae, 
Chalcidoidae, andlchneumonidae) are 
important in biological control of insect 
pests. and may rely on honeydew or 
pollen and nectar in the adult stages. In 
Massachusetts, flowering sweet fennel. 
planted in an organic market garden. 
attracted 48 species of I chneumonidae. 
Fennel is probably also important for 
parasitic wasps in California, as has been 
shown for common knotweed, and 
toothpick ammi. Twenty species of · 
Jchneumonidae were observed taking 
extrafloral nectar from faba bean, from 
late September through late October. 
For unknown reasons, few ichneumo
nids visit domestic or wild buck-
wheats. 

Predatory Wasps include both 
social and solitary species. The social 
species include paper wasps and yel
lowjackets (Vespidae), which attack 
many species of caterpillars. Solitary 
wasps of the Sphecidae, as a group, 
attack wide ranges of insects, includ-

·- ing caterpillars, crickets, and weevils: 
Both social and solitary wasps require 
nesting sites. Many solitary species 
are digger wasps that nest in sandy 
areas. Some social wasps also nest in the 
ground, others under eaves of buildings 
or in trees. 

Social and solitary wasps rely heavily 
on nectar, and commonly visit flowering 
plants. In Massachusetts, sweet fennel 
flowering throughout the twelve weeks 
of sampling drew both social and solitary 
wasps. Hymenoptera collected from the 
plants at two sites included four species 
of Sphecidae (solitary wasps} and four of 
Vespidae (social wasps). Flowering 
spearmint, Mentha spicata, attracted six 
species of Sphedicae, two of Eumenidae, 
and two of Vespidae. Cover crops that 
attract many predatory wasps include 
buckwheat, cowpea, and sweetclover. In 
Georgia, extrafloral nectar of cowpea 
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attracted six types of Vespi�. four 
Pompilidae, and ten Sphecidae. 

Softwinged Flower Beetle (Collops 
vittatus) is a colored insect. with wing 
covers striped with bright red and 
metallic blue-green. Adults feed on 
many pests, and.are commonly found 
running rapidly over the foliage of 
vegetable crops, searching for eggs of 
moths. Larvae are pink and crawl about 
on the soil surface, feeding on other 
insects. Adults also feed at flowers of 
common knotweed an.d toothpick ammi. 

Tachinid Flies (Tachinidae) include 
numerous species that parasitize stink 
bugs, and the caterpiller stages of various 
moths and butterflies. Many of these 
flies are reliant on nectar and pollen 
during the adult stage, and heavily visit 
wild and domestic buckwheat; toothpick 
arnmi, and white sweetclover. 

Editor's note: Dr. Bugg wishes to 
add a cautionary note - though there may 
be enhancement of population levels of 
beneficial insects on the cover crops it is 
often difficult to demonstrate that enhan
ced bio-control on pest insects is a conse
quence, or that t!Jere will be measmable 
economic benefits for the practices de
scn'bed in this article. Farmers subject to 
the vagaries of weather and pest infesta
tions would be well advised to utilize a 
whole range of pest management strate
gies and not rely on a single strategy such 
as plantings to harbor beneficial insects. 
For more information: 

Robert L. Bugg, Information Analyst 
Sustainable Agriculture Research and 
Education Program 
University of California 
Davis, CA 95616  (916) 752-7556 

Nectar Sources Commonly Used by Parasitic or Predatory Insects 
Native Californian Introduced Trees and Shrubs 
1 .  California Lilacs (CeQN)thus spp.) 1. Black Acacia (Acacia melano::rylon) 
2. Willow (Salix spp.) · 

2. Bupleurumfruticosum 
3. Holly-leaved Cherry (PrUIUlS ilicifolia) 3. Coton.easter spp. 
4. Toyon (Heteromeles arbuJifolia) 4. Eucalyptus spp. 
5. California Coffeeberry 5. Euonumous japonica 

(Rhamrws californica) 6. Grevillea rosmarinifolia 
6. Wild Buckwheats (Eriogonwn spp.) 1. Myoporum spp. 
7. Mule Fat (Bacch.aris viminea) 8. Privet (Ligustrum spp.) 
8. Seep Willow (Bacch.aris glu.tinosa) 9. Silverlace Vine (Polygonum aubertii) 
9. Coyote Brush (Bacch.aris pilularis) 10. Soapbark Tree (Quillaja saponaria) 
10. Yarrows (Achillea spp.) 1 1. Tamarisk (Tamarix spp.) . 

12. Tree of Heaven (AilanJhus alJissima) Weeds 
1. Common Knotweed (Polygonum aviculare) 
2. Sweet Fennel (Foeniculum vulgare) 

Cover Crops 
1. Buckwheat (Fagopyrum esculerllll.m) 
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3. Toothpick Ammi (Ammi visnaga) 
4. Xan1hium spinosum 

2. Cowpea (Viga unguiculata ssp. unguiculata) 

5. Wild Carrot (Daucus carota) 
\ 

3. Faba Bean (Viciafaba) 
4. White Sweetclover (Melilotus alba) 

Insectary Plant Index (next page) 

Editor's note: The lnsectary Plant 
Index has been reprinted from The Future 
js Abundant. copyright©l982 by Tilth, 
with permission from the publisher, the 
Tilth Association, and the author. We've 
included it as a compliment to Robert 
Bugg's article, and because it provides 
some additional information. There may 
be some discrepancies between the two 
sources, partly due to new information 
that has come out since Kate Burroughs 
compiled the index. Though much of 
the information contained in these 
two pieces is specific to the 
West Coast of North America, 
there is much that is relevant 
to other areas. 

We highly recommend Kate Bur
roughs' company, Harmony Farm Supply 
which she runs with her husban� David 
Henry. Harmony offers a full range of 
supplies for Ecological Farming - bio
logical pest controls. tools. seed. irriga
tion equipment, workshops, and consult
ing services. For a catalog contact 

HARMONY FARM SU PPLY 
P.O. Box 451 

Craton. CA 95444 

(707) 82�·9 1 25 
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Insectary Plant Index .. 
.. 

Beneficial Insects 

Attracted . 

INSECT ORDER 

INSECT FAMILY 

Plant 

I ,  PER E N N I A LS 
I 

A .  GROUND COVERS 
Mclilo tus aloe , 

White S weet C lover 
Tl'ifolium pratcnsc , 
Red Clover 

Tt·ifolium repcns , 
White Clover 

B .  HERBACEOUS PLANTS 
A chillea spp . , 

Yarrow 
Eryngium spp .  , 
Coyote Thistle_ 

Foeniculum vulgare , 
Common Fennel 

Ruta graveolens, 
Rue 
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. INTRODUCTION 
This chart Is a guide to attracting beneficial Insects 

through the use of lnsectary plants . It Is intended as a 
reference onl y ,  and must be adapted to local conditions,  

B eneficial Insects listed across the top a re keyed to 
..... perennial and annual plants li sted down the left side., . 

Where they are known . specia l  benefits and potential "' problems a re noted in the comments column. See the Ol 
C: references in the bibliography below for ·additional 'i information . II u "' COMMENTS ..I BLOOM PERIOD 

Bloom period based 
on Northern Callfornla. 
A djust for local area. 

May to September . . 
April to October ' 

' · ' 

April to December B enefit : Supports parasites of 
wooly apple aphid.  

Depends on species 

Depends on species .. 

June to October 

May to June 

QO 

I 
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C, SHRUBS l - ' ·-
A trlpleJC spp . , • • • . .  Late May to late June D\oeclous species : blossoms on 
Saltbush female plan\s support benefklab. 

Baccharis pllularls B enefit : Orange lortrix prefers to 
consangulnea , • • • • • • • • • • • ·September , October wine grape . Hazard : A ttracts flies, 
Coyote B rush and later corn maggot,  false chinch bug. ( 

· Erlogonum spp . ,  • • -• • • • • Depends on species May Increase harmful lygus bug • 
Wild B uckwheats 

Euonymous japonica,, • • • • • • • • • • • Late May lhrou1th June Evergreen Euonymous 
Rhamnus callfornlca, • • • • • Mid-April to late June Attracts many parasites , predators . 

correcberry . .  H azard : Host of grape whitefly, . 
· Symphoricarpos spp .  , • • • Depends on species 

Snow berry 

D .  VINES 
Hedera · spp . , • • • • • • • • September nnd October 
Ivy 

Polygonu m oul>ertli , • • • October 
Silver Lace Vine 

E. TREES · 

Allanthus al llssima, • • • • • • • • Early Mny through June 
Tree or Heaven . 

1 1 . ANNUALS OR BIENN IALS 

A. GROUND COVERS 
Brassica hirla, • • March to August Benefit :. Supports parasite of 
White Mustard lepidopterous larvae £ pea aphid . 

Fagopyrum esculen lum, • • • B enefit : Supports parasites of 
Domestic Buckwheat European pine shoot moth. 

B ,  HERB ACEOUS PLANTS 

Angelica spp . ,  • • 
Angelica 

• • Depends on species 

Coriandrum salivum , •• • May to July . .. Benefit : supports parasites of pea 
Coriander aphid_. 

Daucus ca rota ,  • • • • • • • • • May to September and later 
Wild Carrot 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 
I nternational T ree C rops Institute , ( 1 967) : 444- 446. hedgerows ,  uncultivated land and 
Box 666 , W inters , CA 95694. 1 981 . Detai ls  rates of parasltization ·· insects.  Includes 8 1  references . -

A l tieri , M . A . ,  and Whi tcomb , W . H .  Unpublished sheet on perennial insec- versus types of flowering plants .  
Wi l liam , R . D .  "Complementary I nter-tary plants compiled by Robert B ugg. I ncludes 21 l iterature references. "The Potentia l U s e  of Weeds in the 

Much of the information on the chart actions B etween Weed s ,  Weed Control 
Manipull.tion of B eneficial I nsects . "  

above came from this l i s t .  Van Emden , H . F . "The Role of U n- Practices , and Pests In Horticultural 
. Hort Science 1 4  I 1 97 9) : ' 1 2- 1 8. cultivated Land in the B iology of Cropping System s . "  Hort. Science 

Excellen t  overview of how weeds C rop Pests and Beneficial Insects . "  1 6  ( 1 981 ) .  
can contribute to pest control by Lei us , K .  " I n fluence of Wild Flowers Sci. Hort.  1 7  ( 1 965 ) : 1 21 - 1 36.  Overview of Interaction between 
hosting beneficial insects a nd alter- on Parasitism of T ent Caterpl llar and A classic article on the biological weeds and Insects , and how lo manage 
nale prey. Includes 75 references. Cod ling Moth . "  Canad. Entomol. 99 and ecologlcal relationships between weeds In crops . I ncludes 1 6 1  references . 
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An Interview with Doug: Clayton, Part 2 
Tinkerer, Mechanic, Carpenter, Junk Collector, Designer, Builder, Gardener 

and Permaculturist of Gap Mountain Permacultnre, Jaffrey, New Hampshire 

Interviewed by Jude Gregory. 
Note: when Doug says "we" in the text 
he refers to himself and Kyung Kim, his 
partner since 1982. 

Jude: So, you have two acres for your 
curtilage, and the first-or is it the 
first?-thing you do is build your house. 

Doug: [Bill] Mollison said, "Start at 
your doorstep." I figured I had to have a 
door- step. But, I was impatient to get 
plants in the growid so while I was 
designing the doorstep I started a couple 
of little nurseries for some of the stock I 
knew I would need for hedges. But my 
timing was off; I wasn't yet ready for the 
plants when they were ready to be moved 
from the nursery. 

Jude: You still recommend the nursery? 

Doug: You need to be realistic about 
how long it will take to implement your 
design .... timing is critical. We plant 
many of our seeds, seedlings and root
stocks in place now and use the nursery 
primarily for growing replacements, to 
propagate rootstcx:ks, and growing stock 
that will be moved off site ... barter stuff. 
Our design includes two nurseries, one 
being in "zone one," what I call my 
"intensive care" nursery for things that 
need close watching. We're still using 
this area for annual gardens now. The 
other nursery is out by the orchard and is 
primarily used to propagate fruit trees. 

Jude: You must have been thinking 
about your house design for years. 

Doug: That specific house design I only 
thought about for-it's an on-going 
thing, I'm still thinking about it-for two 
years, I suppose, and it evolved consid-· 
erably in that two years. We started with 
what some would call a type one error in 
cutting trees to build the house. I gave a 
local saw mill a cut list based on what I 
thought the design was. Then I modified 
the design to fit the lumber they pro
duceG-reduced it in size by about a 

third. I had originally planned a larger 
shop and a summer kitchen. 

Jude: Do you want to say anything 
about the idea of the type one error? 

Doug: Sure. For years I'd thought that 
the obvious "right" thing to do would be 
to go to some place in obvious need of 
healing, some barren_ desperate land
scape, where you couldn't do any "dam
age", like a strip-mined area. But, I was 
much more attracted to-well, the oppor
twiity was here, and it's a beautiful area 
Also being on the edge of a wilderness 
has resulted in the critter aepredations 
Mollison warned of. But I don't think 
they're any worse here than many 
suburban locations: 

Also, I had limited funds, and a lot of 
gumption and faith. I borrowed about 
$6,000 from family and friends (all paid 
back now), bartered some and did some 
salvage. I was philosophically opposed 
(somewhat influenced by Scott Nearing) 
to borrowing from banks and getting into 
debt slavery. Those are my excuses for 
cutting an acre of woods. 

Jude: Could you make some general 
remarks about your house design? 

Doug: I'd always been attracted to an 
earth sheltered house, but here the 
ground is full of boulders and that didn't 
seem appropriate. We'd wanted a root 
cellar and a cistern and even that minimal 
digging created a pile of rock sometimes 
I fear I'll be dealing with for the rest of 
my life! The hole for the cistern and root 
cellar was only about 26' x 14' x 5' deep. 
Almost everything that came out was 
rocks and boulders. 

The house incoipOrates as many 
appropriate technologies as we can think 
of and afford. It's super-insulated. Most 
of the glass is orien� south. The work 
is on-going, seemingly never ending, 
ever-evolving .•. .like we're hopefully 
going to be finishing up our ice box 
refrigeration unit in time to fill it this 
winter. The technology we couldn't 
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afford was photovoltaics, but with ice re
fregeration and florescent lighting our 
electric consumption is minimal. 

Back-up to solar comes from a couple 
of non-air-tight wood stoves. I like non-

. air-tight wood stoves because they don't 
pollute as much. Our chµnney never 
needs to be cleaned. Actually, 90% of 
our 2 cords per winter is consumed by 
our old Glenwood kitchen sfuve. We 
bum a lot of small diameter dead wood 
we glean .... cuts down on the splitting! 
Domestic hot water will be solar/batch 
and wood (the trusty old Glenwood 
again). 

In terms of architectural style the 
structure is pretty much conventional 
New England, sort of a fusion of a cape 
house and a salt-box shop. I wanted it to 
be something your average local person 
could relate to. I thought perhaps if it 
didn't look too wierd they could relate 
better to all the wiconventional stuff 
inside! That may just be a rationalization 
of my aesthetic sensibilities. The first 
floor is devoted to shop, greenhouses, 
pantry, privy, other storage and the 
kitchen. Second floor is living, bath, 
bedrooms, office space. 

I've tried to have different systems 
support each other, like having a 3500 
gallon cistern function as a thennal fly
wheel for the root cellar by· placing them. 
adjacent to each other. Another example 
would be locating the "composting 
privy" on the south-east corner of the 
house, off of greenhouse #2, such that the 
greenhouse provides warmth to the privy 
and acts as a buffering air space between 
the kitchen and privy. In th_e summer, 
greenhouse#2 vents through the privy. 

Jude: What do you mean, greenhouse 
#2? 

Doug: We call it greenhouse #2. It's the 
cooler of our two sunspaces, being just 
single glazed. We use it for starting 
seeds in the spring and storage of propa
gation stuff. It's laid out with racks for 
flats behind vertical glass. 

The other greenhouse is more for 
year-round growing as it has sloping 
double glass and an earth' floor. Actu
ally, we're having to go back and re
work this space because of the radon. 

i ,. 
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Five years ago, I thought just enclosing 
part of your zone one garden under glass 
made the best attached greenhouse ... rio 
slab or wood floor. just stone or brick 
paving winding through lush beds of 
greens and tomatoes. But now one has to 
consider radon percolating up from the 
earth and nitrates in the winter greens! 

Jude: How are you going to keep out the 
radon out of your greenhouse? 

Doug: We're putting down multiple 
layers of plastic sheeting, caulking it to 
the edges of the foudation. The growing 
bed, which will be about two feet deep, 
goes on top of this and will have some 4 
inch PVC in crushed stone at the bottom 

. to provide drainage. We've given the 
root cellar a similar treatment . . . . 6 mil 
polethylene with a concrete slab over it 
to block the radon. Also I plan to give 
the house a positive charge of fresh air in 
the winter when ever some heat is avail- . 

. �, CONC�ETE :SLAe, 

l'1'0LY5TYUNE JH�ULAilO"' 

. f'OL'(E.THYLENE. M!:Sl-1 fLOO� OVER. 
-t• MIJ,,l.  A l� !;,PACE. 
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able from the "engine room" - a little 
space in the center of the house that 
serves multiple functions: space heat, 
domestic hot water and fresh air from 
solar and/or wood stove. Button it up 
and it becomes a sauna. 

I 

Jude: What about your composting toilet 

water then passes through a switching 
device which directs it to one of two 40-
foot lengths of perforated PVC pipe in 
swales filled with wood chips. I may 
try some sawdust in the second swale 

11 

and grey water system? 

, when I switch over, hopefully this sum
mer. Anyway the point was to use the 
grey water to accelerate the decomposi
tion of the wood chips to produce a high • • I quality humusy substance for use in the 

Doug: I was fortunate to get an experi
mental permit from the state for an alter
native grey water system which made the 
whole homestead possible as we couldn't 
have afforded a conventional septic sys
tem. I fabricated a couple of treatment 
tanks from fiberglass/resin with the help 
of that friend of yours in town who owns 
a factory that weaves the fiberglass cloth .  
The first.tank is about 100 gallons and 
functions as a grease trap, sort of a mini 
septic tank. The second tank stores up 
about 70 gallons which it then dumps all 
at once through a dosing siphon. The 

�EA:;,ONAL. CeiREE.NHO\JbE 
ANV 1'Rl\'Y ROOM \/ENT 

CONC,�ETE f'OOTIN!i / � 

nursery and orchard. The stuff in the 
first swale is very attractive after two 
plus years of regular soaking. I haven't 
yet taken advantage of the heavily
mulched, moist soil conditions I've 
created there. 

I took a similar approach with the 
composting toilet (which I prefer to call a 
mouldering toilet [see diagram this page), 
since the decomposition process is more 
akin to �hat happens on a forest floor 
than it is to a hot compost). 

Jude: How is it similar to the greywater 
·system? 

Doug: Similar in.that it is a dual 
system. It has two halves that we can 
switch between. It took us five years to 
fill the first privy chamber. Each 
chamber holds about 30 cubic feet. 
Now that can rot for another five years 
before we harvest it. It's a mass of 
earthworms in there now! David Jacke 
and I are working on a tech- nical 
bulletin on the privies we have here at 
Gap Mountain and plan to follow it up 
with one on greywater. 

Jude: Say something about your water 
collection system. 

Doug: I used a steel roof because I was 
concerned about contaminants that 
might get into the water from asphalt 
shingles. The water is collected by 
gutters and fed to a simple cloth filter 
before entering the cistern. The cistern 

- was very economically created by utili
zing the foundation walls of tf!e house. 
To prevent this moist at-mosphere from 
rotting the floor I cap- ped the "tank" 
with a sheet of polyethylene and vented 
the space above it (between the floor 
and poly) to the outside. This stuff is 
really hard to describe wtth words! 
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Warer is pressurized with a conven

tional shallow well pump and filtered by 
activated charcoal. We're going to ·add a 

. more thorough filtering system, probably 
reverse osmosis, at the kitchen sink. 

Jude: What about your zone one? 

Doug: We've got about 1500 square feet 
of garden beds, adding a little more each 
year, usually established by some varia
tion on the sheet mulch theme, and plan 
about twice that. We want to have more 
than half the garden fallow each year, in 
cover crops to build the soil and flowers 
to attract the beneficials. Much of the 
work to esablish our zone one is busting 
up the boulders into manageable size 
chunks-with a hammer drill and some 
feathers and plugs (stone_ splitting tools). 
It's an interesting skill I learned about by 
just looking at some of the old chunks of 
ledge along the road which must have 
been split over a hundred years ago. 
We're planning to build a stone wall with 
them to surround zone one to keep the 
critters out. That'll create a south-facing 
terrace step to provide a micro-climate 
for some wine grapes. We've got table 
grapes and kiwis now on arbors, one of 
which extends off the house 'and provides 
some shade for hardening seedlings off. 
We've got a little frog pond planned for 
inside the stone wall too. 

Jude: Can you give a sketch of your 
cartilage outside of zone one? 

Doug: I knew I wanted to work with tree 
crops. The land here at what is now our 
land trust was all woods, second growth, 
old pasture, predominantly red oaks and 
white pines on the site I chose, the classic 
gently-sloping, south-facing, easy-access, 
nearly ideal site in many ways. I didn't 
want to work with animals-the daily 
care, and i didn't care for slaughter. You 
can abandon trees for a year and they 
won't min<L But. you can 't eat red oaks 
and pines. I was primarily attracted to 
working with fruit trees. You know 
they're going to work, here, even though 
by the soil conservation service's evalu
ation you'd think nothing was appropri
ate here. But it's old pasture land, and 
apples, cherries, hawthorns, brambles 

and blueberries were all growing here. 
Also, I like apples, and to grow some
thing you like to eat seems sensible! The 
survival foods talked about in the per
maculture course-I want them too, 
especially for wildlife forage, but not 
primarily for myself. They all seem to be 
good for jam. You can't live on jam. 
Apples and other tree fruit, stone fruits, 
pears, and brambles-basically I was 
committed to trying anything that any 
book suggested was reasonable in this 
climate! 

Jude: How did you learn to graft? 

Doug: I went first to New Alchemy 
[Institute] for a tree crops workshop with 
Greg Williams and others. Then I read 
of a nursery in New Hampshire that spe
cialized in antique apples and had over 
300 varieties, so I volunteered to help 
this elderly man, Wendall Mosher. He 
was getting on and was struggling to 
maintain two acres ofM-7 hedges. 

Wendell is an unusual guy, a college 
graduate, retired dairy farmer and or
chardist, from Maine. He had to give up 
fanning in his fifties after a massive heart 
attack, worked himself almost into the 
grave. He has that great Maine accent. 
One of the first things he told me was 
what a mistake it was to run both an 
orchard and a dairy fann, because ''When 
yah got tab hayun' yah forgoht tha 
sprayun'" and then the apples were only 

-good for cider and there was no money in 
cider and so no use having an orchard. 
He retired to Cambridge and worked at 
the Mass. General Hospital in the re
search lab, caring for the animals. On 
weekends he'd go to his nursery, which 
he sort of inherited from Henry Convei::se 
Sr., in Amherst. New Hampshire. He'd 
camp out there on the weekends and he 
was always adding more varieties to his 
collestion. Sort of an addiction, this de
sire for more and more varieties. It was 
obviously just a hobby, though he did 
ship a few trees out 
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Jude: So what did he teach you? l-
Doug: He showed me how easy it really l· 
is, how forgiving the whole process is, of 

{ budding and grafting. What a joy it is to 
watch a little bud develop into a tree! .I 
got lots of practice. I was (tee to try any
thing. I also learned how much hard 
work was involved in managing a two-, 
acre nursery! 

· · 

Jude: This was before you built your 
house? 

Doug: I first started going there the 
spring before we started to build. 

Jude: You have other trees----how did 
you decide? 

Doug: The nut trees are the other main 
tree crops I wanted to try. I acquired as 
many different species as it seemed 
might be appropriate. In the nut grove 
I've planted very densely, in an alternat
ing fashion, mixing things together, an
ticipating that some things would work 
better than others, some things we'd like 
better than others, and some things 
wouldn't survive our climate, and I'd be 
thinning over the years and top working. 
For example, in the J uglans family: 
Cazpathian walnuts, Japanese heartnuts, 
butternuts and various crosses, I started 
with seedlings, and then I interplanted 
them much closer than the ultimate stand 
will be. Nut Tree Culrnre in North 
America recommends doing trials of nut 
seedlings this way, anticipating thinning. 
If they were all to grow well, if we were 
so lucky, then we could make our choices 
solely on the basis of what we like, what 
has the most meat, what cracks out the 
easiest. 

Jude: Part or'your design was to inter
plant all your trees with nitrogen fixers, 
right? 

Doug: I developed a list of nitrogen
fixing shrubs and trees and tried to ac
quire as many as possible. This strategy 
of planting "nurse crops" to be thinned 
out later is also in Nut Tree Culture in 
North America. I'm not looking for a 
uniform stand of any trees-no monocul-

·' 
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1 
tures here! Some nitrogen fixers will QC 
left, especially in the hedges on the 
edges. We are developing extensive , 
hedging divisions between different land
scape zones, along the access routes, 
pnrtly to attract as much bird and bene
ficial insect life as possible for pest 
control and fertilization. Nitrogen�flXlllg 
trees and shrubs are throughout the 
landscape. Places where we walk or cart ' 
or drive we're establishing in clover and 
low-growing grasses. White clovet 
seems ideal, perennial, low-growing bee 
forage. We're also going to use some of 
the infrequently-traveled, more seasoned 
access ways for small grain rotations 
after we've built up the soil a bit. 

Jude: Describe the planting of the , 
orchard-it was quite a scene! 

Doug: I had done a preliminary land
scape design at the same time as the 
house design, indicating a general sense 
of the zones, garden, nurseries, orchard, 
nut grove and salvage yard, and how 
things would flow about among them. 
While we were focusing on getting the 
house built I detailed what I planned to 
plant Then I saw gravity as being the 
primary force to use to move materials 
on the site, by staging bulky materials
mulch, compost, gravel-at the top of the 
slope and from those points moving 
everyiliing downhill by cart or wheelbar
row to points of use. The end product
the fruit-that comes uphill is much less 
in volume. The same goes for water. I 
have been pumping water uphill from a 
small wetland I created by partially 
blocking a culvert that runs under the 
town road. tntimately I do plan to 
provide gravity-fed water by moving the 
impoundment upstream. 

FEATURES 

broad picture of what they were doing, 
and so things were correctly located and 
spaced. 

We organized the organic debris, the 
slash and trash of the forest floor, into 
terraces and beds-before, during and 
after the planting. That helped establish 
the scheme, you could begin to see the 
paths, the beds, the terraces, before 
apything was actually planted. The 
coarse stuff would settle. I confess I 
have 'done a little burning, too. 

So I sent out this invitation that incor
porated a reduced xerox of the design, to 
attract people, and I sent it to everyone in 
my address book., It worked well, every
body didn't come at once. People 
trickled in over the whole time and we 
got most everything planted, hundreds of 
trees and shrubs. I gave away a few 
seedlings to folks who crune to help. 

Much of what we planted that spring 
were rootstocks that I then budded that 
August, primarily apple varieties, but 
also stone fruits and pears. I just worked 
with seedling nut trees-no grafting or 
budding because I had read they were 
more difficult to work with. 1 also 
planted some grapes and brambles. 
Since that time we've started filling in 
the landscape with perennial flowers and 
herbs and self-seeding annuals that are 
recommended as wildlife and bee forage 
and attractants for beneficial insects. A 
new book that has really been helpful in 
this regard is Landscaping for Wildlife 

13 

published by the Minn�sqta De�ent of 
Natural Resources. Every year I bud and 
graft mpre fruit varieties and multiply my . ,  
rootstocks by  layering. This year I plan 
to try grafting some nuts, now th;it my 
confidence has been built up! 

Jude: So how do you pay for all this? 
How do you make your living? 

Doug: What I've been doing doesn't 
require all that much money . •.. Mostly 
time. I've built up a little clientelle who 
call on me for this and that relating to 
house design, construction and mainte
nance. Right now I am helping a friend 
build a house, consulting on two others 
and,looking after your mother two nights 
a week. My prefered way to work is 
"with" clients rather than "for" them .... 
sharing skills with owner-builder types 
who may be in need of some help. In the 
future I want to do some value added 
food products like organic dried fruits. 
As much as possible I'd like to support 
myself through barter and reciprocity to 
limit my need for money at least until the 
federal government becomes more sane 
with what it does with taxes. I'm antici
pating a gradual transition over the next 
few years to more of an emphasis on de
signing with plants ... As I gain experi
ence I'm hoping that the landscape here 
will sell my skill as a permaculture 
designer and consultant 
Doug Clayton, 
1 1  Old Cowity Rd, Jaffree NH 03452 

,, f,J:.,•'' 

So I had this grandiose scheme all 
laid out on paper and realized what I 
needed was a large input of labor to dig 
holes so I decided I had to organize a 
planting party. We had a three-week tree 
planting in April anq May of 1986. That 
winter (85-86) I did some last minute tree 
cutting and theri iaid out the �hole ,  
landscape with stakes. The stakes were 
painted different colors, indicating plant-
ings, pathways, hedges, terraces, so ' : , · , r-_______________________ .:,,,_ _____ -, 

people who came to help could get the · South side of Doug & Kyung's house showing greenhouse #1 (left), greenhouse #2 (right), kiwi 
arbor, access doors to privy. 
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Plant Profile: Rosa canina - the Dog Rose 
Rob Goodell 

In the dead of winter her arching 
branches hang with myriad red�toned 
spheres of ripening fruit Nearly alone in 
a sleeping landscape. the flower and 
leaves long gone, this hardy perennial 
rose awakens the spirit. If by chance you 
approach this fountain of fruit carelessly, 
you might awaken physically, "Dog gone 
itl" to the rose's truer appellation. not 
really dog rose at all, but 'dag' for dagger 
rose. 'There is no gathering the rose 
without being pricked by its thorns." Yet 
the price you pay for inviting this rose 
into your landscape is a bargain of suc.h 
magnitutde for the true gardener, I need 
dwell on its virtues further. 

Rosa canina has been cast aside by 
our present culture for the more showy 
· me�bers of what is perhaps the most im
portant botanical family on earth. There 
are well over 16,000 varieties of roses. 
But the roses themselves constitute only 
a fraction of that diverse family. Rosa
ceae also furnish our most valuable fruit: 
from berries (straw-, red and black rasp-) 
and trees: almonds, apricots, cherries, 
peaches, prunes, plums, apples and pears. 

The planet is covered with plants of 
astounding virtues. More of them are 
domesticated and fewer wild these days. 
Yet when we start selecting plants for our 
coastal Mendocino [county, California] 
climate the potential list dwindles dra
matically. especially as we move north. 
Our climate is e,:xacting. In an edible and 
sustainable landscape we naturally want 
something productive, cold- and drought
hardy. and beautiful ·over the longest 
possible season, Rosa canina comes on 
strong. 

The secret of this rose is in the hip, 
whicb is what we call the fruit. even 
thougli botanically, the hip is not a fruit 
This little available capsule of 'C' is 
sixty times richer in vitamin C than.the 
orange which only grows with great 
. difficulty or not at all in our area Now 
there are other soiµces of 'C', and you 
can munch a pound of kale, but eating 
Rosa canina is so much sweeter and 
more enticing. 

Rosa Canina performs dramatically 
with the seasons, budding and shooting 
on long thorn-studded branches from a 
tightly clumped base. Note well, this 
formidable rose does not run or root from 
the tips. but arches gracefully, unlike 
many of her more aggressive relations 
(i.e. Rosa multiflora). In spring a shower 
of green leaves comes first, then the 
flowers open in a sudden profusion of 
white to deep pink blossoms. These in 
turn draw honey bees and keep them 
working busily for weeks. 

The blissfully rosy fragrance serves 
well the dog rose and the bees, though I 
prefer the scents of Rosa damascena, R. 
centifloria, and R. gallica. As summer 
comes in, the fruit forms and enlarges 
into green spheres. Come fall the hips 
slowly blush as leaves yellow and drop. 
By early fall you can graze your first 
fruit, but the bulk of it comes ready after 
the first frost (at the end of October 
around here). Most astounding is that 
when all other fruit trees are "bare ruined 
choirs'\ canina is gradually ripening and 
will continue well irito winter . 

"A rose is a rose is a rose," but only 
by the name .of canina can you appreciate 
the subtleties of exotic flavor. Those 
readers who'are 'hip' to the rose fruit 
may be surprised that, in my experience, 
the much touted and beautiful Rosa 
rugosa hips, which are the size of small 
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Crab apples, are a hype. At best they 
taste like a mealy apple. Another serious 
contender for queen of the rose hips is 
Rosa elegantera. It is similar in every 
respect to canina. but the fruit is much 
smaller and harder to process. Our wild 
local rose might be the sweetest flower 
that grows. but the fruit can't compare to 
R. canina. -

The subtle flavors of Rosa canina 
hips are the result of family heritage, rain 
and drought cycles, and careful selection 
of the fruit In terms of ripeness. In Jan
uary you can appraoch the fountain of 
fruit and find every stage of ripeness 
from hard cherry red to over-ripe brown. 
Select fruit which is soft, free of mildew, 
and unfermented (unless you have wine 
in mind). The color of ripe fruit ranges 
from burnt orange to faded red. Within 
this range there is a taste extravaganza 
with acid overtones that must be experi-

. enced_ to be believed. One hip might 
have a definite mango-like flavor (yes, 
mango), another evoke persimmon, and 
yet another be plain disappointment, no 
better than a vitamin tablet. 

Although the hips are best eaten fresh, 
a puree can be of great value. There are 
recipes in the "Encyclopedia of Organic 
Gardening" and Rosalind Creasy's 
"Edible Landscape". Note that one-half 
cup of these rose hips have 1200-1800 
mgs of natural ascorbic acid plus many 
other vitamins and minerals. Linus 
Pauling and the vitamin industry notwith
standing, this is a good deal. 

Health should be the bottom line in 
diet During World War II in northern 
Europe, the rose hip was the salvation of 
many a body. Contrary to the tropical 
trend, the further north R. canina grows 
(to a point) the higher the vitamin C con
tent Even the self-indulgent Romans 
wore rose garlands at their feasts to pre
vent drunkenness. Many are the medici
nal and culinary assets of this rose. 

Rosa canina can be started from 
roots, seeds, or cuttings. We planted 
small rooted cuttings ten years ago, along 

- a dry south-facing clay bank. Without 
water or care they have now formed 
arching sprays twelve feet high. These 
roses are valuable as barriers, hedgerows, 
and for erosion control. But please plant 
at least one on the path near your house. 

continued, next page, col. 3 ... 
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Simple Greywater Systems The Dog Rose, continued from p 14._ 
When it comes time to try your first hips, 
remember to savor the flavor, and yes, 
spit out the seeds to spread the wealth 
around. \ 

©Dan Hemenway 
Editor's note: reprinted with author's 

pennission. no reproduction in any fonn 
(including photocopying). Dan wishes to add, 
"Any greywater design which is part of a per-
maculture design is, therefore, site specific. 
This design is not presented as a recipe or 
'standard design' for other sites. Applicability 
needs to be determined by somewone skilled 
in horticulrure, aquaculture, solar design. 
greenhouse construction and management, 
and basic chemistty, ... in other words, a fully 
qualified permaculture designer." 

Background 
Readers outside the United States will 

probably be shocked to learn that for this 
country, domestic use of water averages 
about 65 gallons per person per day. 
(Some people estimate 100 gallons.) Of 
this, perhaps a quart per person is drunk. 
Aside from obvious water COJ)servation 
methods, such as water saver shower 
heads, a conservation attitude, and ad
justments to the horrid flush toilet, there 
are a few conservation tricks we prac� 
tice[d] in our home in Orange, Massa
chusetts, which might appeal to others. 
Design Solutions 

1) Every electric washing machine 
comes with a pump which empties it 
About 60 gallons of water are used in a 
typical wash in our machine. We pump 
the water through a pipe in the cellar wall 
into an inverted 55 gallon drum with the 
bottom (now the top) cut off. The top of 
the drum (now the bottom) includes two 
plugs, one of which is a 3/4" hole with a 
standard ASA thread All metal drums I 
have encountered in the U.S. have a 
threaded hole in the top. It was a simple 
matter to thread in a short piece of a 1/4-
inch pipe, attach an elbow, thread on 
another section of pipe leading past the 
edge of the drum, and screw on a spigot 
I bought all the fittings new for less than 
US$5.00. We water our garden by gravi
ty from this drwn. Previously, irrigation 
water for our garden resulted in a US$70 

- increase in our water bill for the season. 
We ;ead the water to the garden with 

a common garden hose, using a sprinkler 
which has no moving parts at the end 
Sometimes it gets clogged, anyway, but 
not very often. We could install a screen 
in the drum to catch lint, etc., but I don't 
want to bother with it and I like irrigating 
with lumpy water. 

Soap, bits of lint, etc., raise the PH of 
the water and improve the bacterial 
activity of the soil. If it can be found. 
high phosphate detergent is obviously 
beneficial in this application . It is hard 
to find because people have learned it is 
destructive when discharged into streams 
and lakes, where the phosphate stimu
lates algal bloom. In earth, surplus phos
phate is held by soil and made available 
to plants as needed. 

2) Dishwater and shower water are 
held by pouring into buckets (I wash 
dishes in a dishpan) and keeping the plug 
in the tub respectively. The primary use 
of this greywater is to flush the toilet, 
instead of using drinking water for this 
purpose. We have a scoop cut from a 
recycled plastic gallon jug which does 
the job fine between tub and adjacent 
toilet. It's easy. 

During the dry season, we also use 
dishwater and tub water for irrigation by 
carrying buckets. (We have a design for 
storing greywater and automatically wa
tering the garden with it, but I am only 
going to describe what we actually do 
now.) This chore takes no more than 10 
minutes a day and is commonly done 
when we are going to the garden anyway 
to harvest vegetables, which of course, 
we bring back in the buckets. Tub water 

Editor's note: Rob and Barbara 
Goodell are active participants in the 
Mendocino Permacultme Asoociation, 
whose major focus is to give people a 
working knowledge of permacultme 
principles and enjoy the process. Annual 
events include a chestnut gathering, fig 
feast, grafting workshop, cider & apple 
tasting and homestead visits. Rob is 
teaching a semester program on Home 
Landscaping (with permacultme con
cepts included) at Mendocino College in 
Ukiah, CA. For further information 
contact: 
Mendocino Pennaculture Association, 
c/o Rob & Barbara Goodell, P.O. Box 
74, Boonville, CA 95415, or c/o M.ark 
Albert, 950 Lake Mendocino Dr., Ukiah, 
CA 95482. 

Space for Food for People, 
References, continued from pg 17 ... 
(5) Gerd Schuster, "Endstation HlDlger", 
Natur Nr. 3, March 1982, pp32-39 
(6) Andre Gorz. QkoJogle und Fn:ibelt 
Beit:ra.ege zur wachstumskrise 2, rororo 
aktuell. reinbek bei Hamburg. 1980. 

isn't very lumpy and can be stored in the Editor's nott!: Declan Kennedy, an Irish 
55-gallon drum described above, when architect, urban planner and ecologist is 

ceded · h Professor for Urban Infrastructure at the not n ng t away. Technical University ofBcdin (West) and 
Between each of the irrigation prac- Director of the Permaculturc Institute of 

tices I have described, our garden, on ex- Europe. Together with his wife Margi, the 
tremely porous gravel, needs no other Kennedys have practiced architecture and 
watering in the driest of years. Of course urban planning in West Germany, Nigeria, 
we mulch to conserve soil moisture. Scotland, the USA and Brazil, and are co-

editors of "the Inner City" (London, 1972). 
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At present, they an: implementing the first 

ffi t European example of Permaculture (en-
::1 t' compassing all five zones) in 
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Steyerberg. West Germany, where . 
�! /i_: _  

they are members of new 
ecological and spiritual com-

!!, , • � � munity. For further ·• " .. information: . : : '- . ' 
4 c " ' "i Pennac:uiture Institute 
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/ ' .  �- Germany. 
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Space· for Food for People 

Abstract: The energy situation has made it necessary to rethink our food production 
systems, Furthennore, -cllemically polluted foodsmffs are becommg more prevalent, while 
conventional agricultural environments in the countzyside are little better in ambient air 
quality, water, etc; than their urban and suburban co�arts. Solutions to unemployment 
and underemployment release new concepts for the division of labor and allow time for 
other activities. 

A system of partial self-sufficiency in the production of fresh and healthy food is 
proposed. particularly for vegetables and fruits, near the doorstep. It is possible in Penna
culture to achive a high yield with low input in work and time. This system would ideally 
call for a new division of lapd and a new concept of land ownership. 

Declan Kennedy 
. . .  . 

Decisions affecting the supply and 
distribution of food can no longer be 
made in a traditional manner as funda
mental changes are occming in global 
resource availability and patterns of use. 
Current studies of worldwide energy/ 
resources predict that available ftori 
renewable energy supplies are,ixmiller 
than previously believed and are being 
exhausted faster than previous antici
pated (1). This has been compo nded by 

4. Global level$ and patterns of pop
ulation, resource use and food produc
tion, formerly supported by massive use 
of inexpensive energy cannot be sus
tained any longer. 

5. Food supplies to industrialized 
countries from partly hunger stricken 
developing countries, and suzplus 
mountains of butter, milk and meat in 
subsidized agricultures (while good grain 
is used to feed livestock) exemplify how 
ridiculous our international policies are. 

a widespread error in computatio which, Responsible environmentalists must 
for instance, failed to take into ace unt recognize the impli�tions of these 
the increasing energy required to ge food effects and strive for policy development 
to the consumer. The resultant price \ which will allow us to think globally and 
increases - as healthy food becomes more act locally. Decentralization of produc-
difficult to get, the resultant increase in\ tion of all foodstuffs is needed with a 
sickness - caused by pollution and nutri-\ heavy emphasis on local self-sufficiency 
tional deficits. and the resultant social 1

t

and self-reliance. To achieve this, land 
costs arising out of these factors, are reform is needed on a global scale. 
forcing us to rethink our physical prior- The most catastrophic result of the 
ities for cities as well as for the food d problem is that still today more than 
producing hinterland. 50Q million people are suffering from 

As these changes occur, the following hmiger. Still it is generally accepted in 
effects are requiring major changes in planning circles that it is only the 
planning policies: economic sitiuation and the population 

1. Political, economic and agricultural explosion that are the causes for hunger. 
power is shifting from nations with large In West Germany, only one out of 
energy consumption to nations with large five families have access to a plot of their 
energy resources. own - th� is, four-fifths of the population 

2. Social. economic and environ- do not ha�e the elementary right to have 
mental instability is developing because use of a piece of land. They have to pay 
of the dependence of industrialized large amounts of their income to the 
nations on fossil fuels for the production other fifth i� order to be able to use land 
and dism'bution of foodstuffs. for living purposes, usually in the fonn of 

3. Ending of a temporary period of a rented apartment. We should be mind-
easy enctgy availability is causing a fun- ful that this sit�tio� cannot continue 
damental change in conditions necessary forever, that new\ignition of social con-
for the economic production of food, flicts are inevitable and will increase 
particularly grains and meats. Survival from day to day. It may even bring about 
now requires change from a material the total chaos of the total annihilation of 
growth outlook to an ecological orienta- humanity if we do not take it to task and 
tion towards quality, stability and attempt to solve it by adding the "right to 
diversity. land" to our internationally accepted 

.. Bill of Rights". 
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Toe earth is home for all people who 
live on it. We could imagine that real 
equality might only be achieved if every 
person had the use of an equally sized 
piece of this earth. But the earth is not 
the same all over, nor are the people the 
same. Already iri this asswnption,·we 
can see that it would be quite impossible 
to divide up equally the surface of this 
world: 

It might be quite feasible to regulate 
land ownership on a collective basis in 
such a way that society, i.e., the govern
ment and the municipalities would insti
gate a .. state" ownership and would 
determine the use of the land thereafter. 
But this also is an unhappy solution as 
the normal people would have little or no 
direct influence on the decisions about 
the detailed use· of the land or who may 
use it. The .. representatives" of the 
people - in the examples of state owner
ship that we know - all too often start up 
a new type of privilege for their own 
private interests. So, neither of these 
solutions would be impartial. 

The solution is that land should not be 
a thing that can be owned - neither in a 
private (from the Latin 'privare' = to rob) 
or public sense. It ought to be only a 

· thing that can be used and administered 
in a just and egalitarian manner - like the 
air. Furthennore, it must be given to 
those to use who are willing to take care 
of it - and understand how ·10 use it with
out depleting it So again, we have a 
problem and a contradiction: 
1 . The land has to be available to 

everyone but may not be owned by 
anyone in particular; 

2. Its value is in relationship to how well 
it is used; · 

3. The good use and care of the land pre
supposes a type of private ownership 
or a right to use a plot which then 
denies others the use of that piece of 
land. 
· In the problem again is the solution: 

Toe community would administer the 
land in the interest of all its members and 
give those persons the right to use the 
land (who will produce from it but take 
care of it) for a rent or usage fee, which 
is then redistn'buted back to the members 
of the community. 
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The next problem is that in a society 

with such a high degree of labor division, 
few people will have time for self
sufficiency, to produce their own food. 
The division oflabor has become so well 
rationalized that we have a growing 
division between employed and unem
ployed. In most countries the unemploy
ment rate has risen to at least 10%, in . 
many it is already over 20%. In many 
countries, there is a further 10% - 20% 
underemployed, to give a conservative 
guess. There is a great potential in these 
figures. With job sharing and a new 
division of work, new work hours per 
week (the 35 hour week is seriously 
being put forward by German trade 
unions), we can find an overall redistri
bution. This does not mean that every
one has to but that many can, go part
time, thereby, releasing part-time em-
ployment for others and releasing time 
for part of their own food production. 

The initial flame which is needed to 
win over human energy and intelligence 
to this concept has already been lit by 
Bill Millison and David Holmgren in 
their conviction that self-reliance is 
indeed possible for everyone through the 
approach they call Permaculture. 

Permaculture, or PERMAnent 
agriCUL TURE describes exactly from 
where this concept came, but is not 
sufficient as a definition. Permaculture 
includes the integration of man, animals, 
plants and architecture with nature and a 
healthy life. A permanent agriculture on 
a small scale needs more than just an 
integrated, self-developing system of 
perennial and self-propagating produc
tive plant and animal species which, 
brought together, establish a self-con
tained ecosystem within human settle
ments. It is important that new ideas can 
be included and expanded, so that now 
global and detailed solutions can be 
proposed for almost all geographical, 
climatic and social conditions - both for 
smaller _and larger pieces of land. 

An important principle in the Perma
culture concept is that each element 
serves many functions and that each 
function is supported by many elements. 
Hereby, it is not only that the greatest 
possible amount of flexibility and stabili
ty can be achieved but the sum of all 
yields is increased. The reason for this is 

FEATURES 

that one animal or plant species can 
never absorb all the available energies 
and nutrients within a system. If we look 
at the first examples of pennaculture in 
Australia, whether in the city or the 
country, it becomes clear that it is not the 
singular technique that is important but 
the strategy, the timing, the location and 
the energy-input 

One of the most endangered indus
tries through increasing centralization 
and large scale mechanized monoculture 
procuction is the agricultural system. 
Already we have lost 50% of our arable 
land globally which has become a com
plete desert and on the remaining land 
overall productivity had dropped drastic
ally. Conservative estimates show that 
traditional farming methods produced 
300 units of energy output for 100 units 
of energy input "Modem" methods 
hardly reach IO units of output for the 
same input (5). In addition to that figure, 
95% of the energy used to bring food to 

out tables is used in storage, transport 
and packaging. A large percentage of 
our rainforests today are cut down to be 
turned into the packaging material which 

· serves to keep our food in an edible state_ 
More important than exact figures 

here, is the fact that systems which use 
· up more energy than they produce are 
beaded into a state or chaos. 

One argument against a more sensible 
use of resources through self-producing, 
ecological menthods is that people do not 
want to change. A second is that good 
ecology is associated with a return to a 
subsistance standard of living. Both 
arguments are wrong. 

According to a study done by the 
Norwegian Institute of Nutrition in 1975, 
76% of all Norwegians think that their 
standard of living is too high and that 
they would rather live a simple life with 
what they need, accepting limited income 
and career possibilities (6). 

In France a study of SOFRES for the 
journal E.l.k in 1974 showed that: 
-53% of the population would accept a 
reduced level of consumption if it would 
mean an new and more qualitative way 
of life; 68% would prefer classical hard
wearing clothing to fashion clothes; 75% 
look at one-way packaging as a stupid 
waste (6). 
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In West Gennany, the same trerid has 
brought about a steady gain in the 
elections for the ecological alternatives 
parties [particularly the Green Party]. 

In order to cowiteract the second 
point, I would like to refer to Andre Gorz 
and his book Ecology and Freedom (6). 
His thesis is that goods which last are 
simple to repair and consume little or no 
energy (once they are produced) and that 
their production will result in a higher 
standard of living and fewer hours of 
work. Instead of producing clothes dry
ers which depend on electricity and use 

· up practically all the energy produced by 
atomic power plants in.the U.S.A., we 
should use the renewable energy of sun 
and wind. Nobody who has seen the 
moon vehicles run with solar energy can 
say we have not got the technology. 

The building site, as we know it pre
sently, is a place to learn that there is a 
specialist for everything. This was useful 
up to a point It is not_ unreasonable to 
propose, however, that specialization has 
reached its limits and that we nee.d to 

learn how to integrate and recognize the 
interdependencies or' the systems on 
which our survival depends - natural as 
well as social. In other words, we have 
to rnalce a place where we can learn and 
grow ecologically, giving back where 
we have taken, producing where we want 
to eat, learning to live in harmony with 
nature and each other. 
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The Fourth International Permaculture Conference (IPC 4) 
Theme: · "Developing a Sustainable World" 
February 10 - 15, 1991 
Kathmandu, Nepal 

History and Goals of IPC 4 At the IPC 3 in New Zealand, Jan. 1989, Nepal was chosen as the site for IPC 4. It will be hosted by the Institute for Sustainable Agriculture (INSAN), Badri Dahal, Director, and organized by a global 
committee in which everyone is invited to participate. By holding this conference in Nepal, we consciously shift our focus to "Developing Third World" countries. We draw attention to pe:rmaculture as a "development tool." we refocus development in the context of pennaculture as it applies to 'Third World countries. We draw attention to the fact that developing countries are currently facing a food crisis and major environmental degradation which together are having a severi: impact on the Earth's total environment. These same crises are occurring within the so-called First World as well. Our intent is to make the same connections between the two and to offer pennaculture systems which are economically, socially, and environmentally sustainable. This conference has the potential to be of great importance to Nepal and to the development of pe:rmaculture in the Third World. If all goes well the confer= will be opened by the King of Nepal. It will also . be attended by representatives from both government and NGO aid . agencies from around the globe. 

:North :American coordinating efl'ort With the theme "Developing a Sustainable World", we offer the vision and practice of pennacuhure design to governments, aid agencies, nonprofit organizations as well as grass roots workers and individuals globally. Implementing the vision has never been needed more, no matter where you live or who you are. · We encourage North American pe:rmaculture people to fmd out about .Q1lI pan in the organizing effort and how you can personally cont:noute, even if you don't attend. Help is especially needed with: fundraising, publicity and press liaison, designing the "official" brochure, the children's conference, and the scholarship fund. . , · If you think an International Pennacullure Conference doesn't relate to � life or the work Y2:!l do, think again! As Americans, we are all responsible for our national misuse of resources and the resulting impact on developing countries. This conference is a challenge and opportunity to address what has gone before us through offering positive and practical solutions. It is time to take our place among the I!aders in world change on a very visible level. To date the IPC N Coordinating Group organizers include: Michael Pilarski, WA; Sue Colpas Ross, TN; Cynthia Edwards, MD; L;my Santoyo, WA; Simon Henderson, WA; Patricia DuBose, TX; Rosemarie, WA. _ We invite you to join the planning for 1M event of 1991, "Deyeloping a Sustainable World". For infonnationpack on how to get involved contact: Cynthia Edwards, 21300 Heathcote Rode, Freeland, MD 21053. Phone: (301) 343-0280, Fax: (717) 235-679�. Econet: rpollard 
Travel arrangements for IPC 4 can be made through Great Northwest P�aculture Institute. For group travel discounts contact: Larry Santoyo 

Hosted by: the Institute for Sustainable 
Agriculture Nepal (INSAN) GPO Box 3033, Kathmandu, Nepal. Ph: (977) (01) 220448; Fax: (977) (01) 524509; Cable: 1NSAN; Telex: 2439 ICIMOD NP. 

Permaculture Conference The aim of the conference is to provide a forum for discussion on and action by permaculture in cooperation with the policy makers, planners, aid workers, press and members of the public who will be attending. People from all over the world who are involved in sustainable agriculture systems and research, development organizations and policy and other related fields will be invited as guest speakers . . They will be speaking on a variety of topics including: • Sustainable farm systems; • Energy efficient housing; Ecologically sound village and urban design; • Cooperative economic systems that foster community self-reliance: • New directions for aid projects. Time: Opening ceremony • 10 AM February 10, 1991 Closing function, Feb. 15 . Cost: (includes lunch, morning and afternoon tea) - rates in US $; Paid before 1/8/90 · $240 paid between 1/8/90 and l/l/91 $270 paid after IMl $300 To Register: The best method to send money is by telegraphic transfer to INSAN's current account No. 30056 Nepal Bank Ltd., Kathmandu. Please mail a copy of the bank slip to INSAN's office with your registration form. Accomodation is available at avariety of local hotels at rates from $5/nite to $35 or more/nite. 
Permaculture Designer's Convergence· Immediately preceding the International Perrnaculture Conference , the convergence is an informal gathering where permaculture design course graduates can exchange and update information and decide organizational policy. People who are not design course graduates·are welcome as observers only. Time: Starting 9 AM on Feb. 2, 1991, Closing, Weds. everung Feb. 6. Place: The Permaculrure Demonstration Fann near Biratnagar, Nepal in the sub-tropical eastern T erai, 450 km east of Kathmandu. The farm has recently been purchased by INS AN and any profits from the conference will aid m the development of the Cann. There will be an opportunity to join in on-site tree planting and to have �sign input. We hope the convergence will foster understanding and appreciation of Nepali village life. Accommodation : will be on-site in simple but comfortable �ldings made from traditional local materials. The food will be grown mainly on site. As there is no electricity in this area, power for audio visual equipment will be supplied by generators. Cost: (including food and accommodation) Paid before 1/8/90 $240 paid between 1/8/90 and l/l/91 $270 paid after lMl $300 Transport: from Kathmandu to the convergence site near Biratnagar Ch.itwan Bus Tour $145 approx. Direct Bus Travel SI O each way Plane $85 each way Chltwan Bus Tour (29th January - 1st February) is an opportunity for convergence participants to visit three local farms in Chitwan district, as well as a visist to Royal Ch.itwan National Parle, famed for wildlife such as the Bengal Tiger and the one-homed rhinocerous. Titls tour is limited to the first 40 people who register for it. Great Northwest Pennaculture Institute 2073 Marble Valley-Basin Road Addy, WA 99101 e Permaculture Design Courses - Nepal (509) 935-4578 
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A Call for Papers, 
Lectures, Slide sfiows, 
Workshops, Trade Shows , 
Demonstrations, Network
ing Proposals, Discussion 
Topics & Suggestions 

Dear Friends: Principal among the preparations for IPC 4 is identifying and locating qualified individuals to make relevent presentations at the conference. Two principle objectives of the conference are to provide an opportunity to illustrate the need for change in current farming prctice and, secondly, to demonstrate how pennaculture is a means to a sustainable future. INSAN is actively seeking individuals worldwide with the ability and desire to present direct, accurate data that will address the objectives outlined above. We are searching for in�viduals involved in permaculture practice to share their knowledge and experience about the relevency, indeed urgency ofpermaculture for a stable environment and society. Examples of sound comparative research on permaculture and monoculture practice is also desired. There are many people who are aware of the major problems surfacing on the globe but don't yet understand the implications, nor how to avoid them. IPC 4 will bring together people who have made their enquiries into the ethics, standards and direction of humanity and begun their quest to bring about positive change. Where are You? How are You doing? What have you got to offer in the way of proof and method. and, assuming that there are lots of people out there who would benefit from knowing about what you do and how you do it (about 5 billion), what can you put on show at IPC4 in February 1991. If you have papers, lectures, slide shows, workshops, trade shows (appropriate technology, book sales, seed displays, etc.), demonstrations, networking proposals, discussion topics or just suggestions and ideas you think have a place in IPC 4, contact INSAN so we can coordinate the whole scene in a structured, cooperatively . presented conference-with-a-difference. 
Looking forward to hearing from you, For the Earth, 
Badri Nath Dahal Coordinator IPC4 
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IPC 4 Conference/Convergence -
Registration Form 

I wi l l  be a t tend i ng t h e confe rence on ly  
I wi l l  a t tend both  conference  and conver gen c e  

Dietary Preferen c e :  Vege t a r i an 
Non -vege tar i.an 

[ J C J 
[ J [ J 

Do you wish to  have hot a l  book ing6 a r ranged by I NSAN ? Vas/No 
I f  ylfs , p l ease i nd'i c a t e  da t 2 ( s ) : 

From 
From 
From 

To 
To 
To 

a l so i nd i cate  hotel  preferen c e ,  

Baai c  Guosthouse C room � common bat h )  S 5 - 1 0  per ni g h t  C 
Baa i c  Ho tel  Room C room � a t t a c hed bath ) s 1 0 - 1 5  par nigh t t 
Medium  Pri ced Hott:"l $ 1 5 -25 pe r nigh t  1c 
L uxury Hot e l  $ 35 p l us per night [ 

For O�• i gner s •  Conver ge�ca Pa r t i ci pants onlyr  

Travel  t o  c�nv� r g�n ce  site v i a  Ch i t wan Bus Tour 
Diract  bus travel  to conv e r gence 5 i t e  
D i r e c t  f l ight  to conva r gence  s i te 

Amount o f  money en c l osed ( i n  U. S .  dol l a rs> : 

Con fere n c e  Regi s t r a t ion 

Des igne r s '  Convergen c e  Regi s t r a t ion 

Travel  t o  B i r a t nagar : 
C h i tu.:i.n Bus Tour 
D i r e c t  Bus Trave l 
Di r e c t  F l i gh t  

Parma c u l turo Design Coursa 1 3  - 25 JAN 

Perma c u l t u r e  Des i gn Course 2 1  FEB - 7 MAR 

Total  amount en c l osed 

s 

$ 

$ 
$ 
s 

$ 

$ 

A Note from IPC IV Organizers: There will be a limited amount of money 

C 

C 

C 

l J l J 

available for direct mail promotion for IPC IV. Please ph'otocopy or_repript, _  , _ ., ,'.'' . :-:. . · these pages and distribute the information to as many people as possi'ble." "'lliank· ·· you for your help! 
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Sustainable food systems, measures to preserve endangered forest tree species, alternative economic programs and ethical values that protect the environment will all be found in The International Pennaculture Solutions (TIPS) Journal. Serving as the continuation of The International Permaculture Species Yearbook. TIPS Journal's offers readers !he following pieces in its first issue: • An article on "Grass Roots Solutions to Forest Loss" by editor Dan Hemenway proposes a Tree Bank to presetYe genetic diversity among temperate forest species. The article also ·describes the Forest Ecosystem Rescue Network's program of (FooF) Fate of our Forest conferences (see Allied Groups pg 28 in this issue of The Permacul
ture Activist}. • Distinguished plant explorer and herbologist James Duke proposes to base timing of season activities such as planting on the unfolding of natural events, such as flowering of specific plants, rather than on the numerical calendar. This phenological appraoch is likely to more accurate than computer simulations in gauging the progress of the seasons, he argues. • Sahabat Alam Malaysia provides a profile of the integrated lifestyles which formerly enabled farmers in !hat country to live sustainably. • Aquaculture researcher Michael Miltner describes a "two-story aquaculture" for restoring cypress swamps by producing both crawfish and timber. • Artist Lonna N achtigal depicts in line drawings how a PhilipPine village farmer controls insects in a nee paddy with stick and string. • Editor Dan Hemenway closes the features section with a an essay on five ethical principles which will enhance the health of home bioregions if applied to alternative economic models Subscriptions to The [l'llernational fmnqt;iJtur, Solutions Journal cost US$25 plus 10% postage and handling in the US and Mexico and 20% elsewhere. Postpaid individual COJ>ies are $8.25 in the US and Mexico and S9.00 in other colDltries. US funds only. For further Information: Yankee Permaculture Publications POBox 16683 Wichita, KS 67216 USA 
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In co-operation with environmental groups and many concerned citizens throughout our region, we accept the blessing and the obligation of aloha, 'us mau ke ea o ka aina i ka pono, •. that the life of the land is perpetuated in righteousness. To that end, Permaculture Hawai'i, a nonprofit educational organization, directs research into native and useful plant guilds, provides introductory materials, shows, and speakers for interested groups and public occasions, and sponsors workshops and certified design courses. We also maintain a specialized lending library for the benefit of members and serve as a ·reference to practicing local designers and agricultural sources among the islands community. Our office works an active node of the International Permaculture Network. Electronic mail may be sent to our attention over Econet. Contact en.pbane. Operating as an autonomous committee under the umbrella of Eanhbank USA, a nonprofit 50l{c)(3) corporation, we are presently accepting proposals for demonstration sites on the Island of Hawai'i. Donations of land, computer equipment, agricultural tools or resources, and funds are encouraged. For further information, please contact us at: Permaculturc Hawai'i POBox 5 167 Kailua-Kona, HI 96745 (808) 322-3294 
Friends of the Trees has 
moved! Friends of the Trees PO Box 185 Port Townsend, Washington 98368 Phone: {206) 382-9288 Fax: (206) 382-9288 

Mau-i Epicenter Membership privileges Include: subscription to the quarterly Newsletter; subscription to The Environmental Directory; discounts on Epicenter events, lecture series, and workshops; periodic mailings of up-todate information on environmental issues for Maui· access to global networks of information �d resources on environmental issues, from philosophical treatises to hands-on techniques; involvem�t in educational efforts to change the way Maui relates to her environment. Membership Dues: Founding Member$1000; Charter Member (accepted throughout 1989)-$500; Sustaining--$200; Corporate-$100; Organization-$50; Family$35; lndividual-$20. Make check payable to Maui Epicenter & mail to: Maui Epicenter, P.O. Box 400, Kihei, ID 96753; ph. (808) 874-8172. 
Great Northwest 
Permaculture Institute Great Northwest Permaculture is a research and education institute, organized to assist in global efforts of earth repair and create responsible community development in the Northwest. Environmental Design Education We continue the tasks of introducing perrnaculture to landmanagers and educators in and around the Columbia River Bioregion. A workshop and Permaculture Design Course with Larry Santoyo, Simon Henderson, �d Michael Pilarski are set for June. More mtroductory workshops and a continuing permaculture series are currently being scheduled. Food Forestation Project Through generous donations, we will again offer, for spring planting, a variety of "food forest" trees, shrubs and vines. Eco-Travel We are organizing itineraries for a study tour of Nepal and Thailand. Other destinations will include resource management projects in Mexico and Costa Rica. Qiiarterly Newsletter: Our newsletter "The Worksheet" is published as part of the bioregional journal "Columbiana Magazine". Support Needed: Financial support and volunteers arc needed to assist our efforts. Membership and Instirute information ( including fee schedule for research and design consulting ) is available upon request. For additional Information contact: Larry Santoyo - Director Great Northwest Permaculture 2073 Marble Valley-Basin Rd Addy, WA 99101 (509) 935-4578 
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Permaculture Institute of 
Southern California The Pcrmaculture Institute of Southern California (PISC) is a multifaceted organization responsible for education. research. de1p.onstrations, workshops, and urban/rural design strategies for sustainable living. The work of the Institute covers a multidisciplinary science; an Earth-first ethic and personal behaviors that maintain a sustainable lifestyle. The factors that are. included in this approach style are: 1) the stewarding of plants for biomass production, oxygen/CO2 balance. water and air quality; 2) a concentrated nutrient cycling for soil fertility-composting, green water/sewage sludge/reclauned water; 3) the use of climatically sensitive home construction and organic food production; 4) the creation of comminity and economic support systems that enhance local selfreliance; 5) Awareness of the energy use per person and the development of environmental energy management systems t6 care for the earth and to care for people. The Pe:nnaculture Institute at Sprout Acres in Lag\llla Beach is a demonstration site, and is able to accomodate visitors on a scheduled basis. Tours are usually the first Saturday of the month, but call, check the schedule. and leave your address and phone number for information. Fee is $10 for the tour, demonstration materials and ability to browse for lunch. There are six autonomous yet interacting support groups that are part of the "Sustainable Permaculture Network" in Southern California: Permaculture Demonstration Site Sprout Acres (urban/rural city interface) 1027 Summit Way Lag1llla Beach, CA 92651 contact Dr. Bill Roley: (714) 494-5843 Eco Home (urban demonsiration site) 4344 Russell Avenue Los Angeles, CA 90027 

contact Julie Russell: (213) 662-5207 and get Ecoluticns Ecological Life Systems 2923 East Spruce San Diego, CA 92104 contact Jim Bell: (619) 281-1447. Cooperative Resource Center (CRISP) PO Box 27731 Los Angeles, CA 90027 contact Lois Arkin: (213) 738-1254 Gildea Resources Center 930 Miramonte Dr. Santa Barbara, CA 93109 contact Tony Domenskie: (805) 963-0583 Institute for Regenerative Studies California Polytechnic University 3801 West Temple Avenue Pomona, CA 9 1768 contact John Lyle 
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Report from 
Oregon Advanced 
Permaculture Design and 
Teaching Course Guy Moussalli Organized by Larry Santoyo, director of Great Northwest Peunaculture Institute, and hosted by Lost Valley Center, a retreat and conference facility located about 35 miles southeast of the town of Eugene. Oregon. this two-week course, taught by Max Lindegger and Lea Harrison. attracted 26 :participants from Oregon, Washington, California, Arizona, Colorado, and British ColumbiL Max taught Advanced Design during the first week. covering such topics as: Methodologies of Design. Assessing Design Costs, Office Equipment, Design in Space and in Time, Village Development, and How to Get Work. During that week we worked in teams to produce a permaculture design for the 87-acre host site. Several important factors influenced the design team's recommendations. Lost Valley Center had been dedicated to education for sustainable living. It serves as a conference center, and may evolve into a model community. Previous owners of the property had clearcut fifty acres of the sUITounding forest. Existing buildings are sited deep in the re�aining_"".oods, but are heated by expensive gnd electnc1ty Groundwater seepage is complicating flow through the sewage system. The final design report urged the center's owners to reforest the property with a mixed planting of trees, grasses, and shrubs in order to provide hardwood timber, fuelwood, forage, windbreak, and nitrogen-fuation and to weatherize the buildings as a first step toward long-term energy self-reliance and the phasing out of electricity as a heat source. Implementation of a macrophyte system, or artifical wetland, for sewage treatment, was linked to gardens designed for both on-site production and export to local markets. 
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The course concluded w:ith a discassion of NAP (North American Permaculture) orgmization and its future course of action, a primer on IPC fV in Nepal next year, and on the last Friday night, the traditional, fun, · Permaculture Concert. We all learned from each other and drew inspiration from being together with those of like-mind. We plan to. stay in touch and hope that this constructive energy can be channelled. for the benefit of North Amerlcan Permaculture: : . · 
n As soon as we start doing, we ieam how to 
proceed." - Bill Mollison . · _ . - · 1 
Northern MexicQ 
Permacultu:re Insitute To contact the Northern Mexico Permaculture Insitute, write to: Jose Valdez Romero Rio Conchos, 150 Cot Fuentes del Centenario, Hermosillo, Sonora, �exico , Translation of Pennaculture; A Pesimers' MmY!l into Spanish is close to completion. with plans \Dlderway to publish a Spanish edition of Sustainable Livinr in Drylandr (published by the Southwest Regional Pennaculture Institute of Santa Fe. New Mexico). 
Some other Permaculture 
Periodicals: 

The Grapevine PO Box 874 Ashland, OR 97520 503/488-0311  Published quarterly by Siskiyou Permaculture Resources Group andBayard-Landt & Associates, Edited by Rick Landt & Bomie Bayard. The Grapevine provide$ news on permaculture educational programs offered in the Siskiyou region (northern California & Southern Oregon), plus edi"ble lands<:ape and permaculture strategic:$ appropriate to the region. 
The Alternator 

During the second week Lea taught Advanc«:d Teaching Techniques, covering such topics as: Laws mid principles, Functions of a teacher, Basic Teaching Skills, and Audio-Visual Equipment. Max addressed Teaching to Special Groups, such as children, farmers, and professionals, and Teaching in Other Cultures. lanto Evans, of Aprovecho Institute, shared his valuable experience· working in the 1bird World. "We must use permaculture," he told us, ''to empower people to understand how things work in 'nature so that they can better apply the techniques they already know in order to better their lives, rather than forcing technology upon them". As an exercise for the course. each of us ' made a fifteen to twenty minute presentation on a subject relevant to permaculture. This allowed us to 'get our feet wet' as teachers. Max, Lea, and course participants gave everyone generous critique and supported improvements in our teaching styles. 

Robert M acoskey. Editor. The Afwnalor bills itself as "A generator for alternative currents in agriculture. energy and lifestyles.• -' and provides regular news on pemuculture programs at Slippery Rock University in western Pennsylvmia, along with other news and commentary. Membership is $10 for 6 _issues per year, tax deductible. Contact: The Alternator Slippery Rock University. ALTER Project Slippery Rock. PA 16057 (412) 794-7322 
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Central Rocky Mountain 
Permaculture 
Design Course Re-union, 
Spring 1990 

Jodi Barnard 
The October 1989 Colorado permaculture 

course participants decided a Spring reunion 
would be great chance to get together and talk 
about what everyone has been up to. 

We stayed with Paul Motsinger of the 
Baca Center for High Altitude Sustamable 
Agriculture, near Crestone, CO at 8,000 feet 
elevation.' Two course instructors, six parti
cipants, and a few family members were able 
to attend including Jerome Osentowski, Dan 
and Ka:ren Howell, Bob Pederson, Carlisle 
Kyzer, Jodi Barnard, Paul Motsinger, Brian 
Kimmel & family, and Liz Emmer. 

To start off we took a tour of interesting 
places in the areL The first stop was the 60 
acre site at the Baca Center. Some of the 
foods they'll be growing are quinoa. barley, 
potatoes, and carrots. We discussed design 
ideas for water, placement of trees, crops and 
outbuildings. 

· · 

Jerome Ostentowslci gave a slide show on 
construction of a new greenhouse addition 
from beginning to the rmished product 
complete with beds brimming with various 
produce. In the beds reside cutting greens for 
market, fig trees, hardy kiwis, grapes, ginger, 
cassava. cactus, peas, and assorted herbs. 
Bob Pederson and Jodi Barnard are currently 
employed as interns with Jerome. 

Brian Kimmel described a permaculture 
community in the planning stages. He is 
working with others to find just the right 
place to put together a community with access 
to Durango, CO. 

Dan Howell. chyland homesteader, course 
instructor, told of an 80-acre parcel near their 
place in New Mexico that is up for auction for 
back taxes. There may be some interest in 
setting up a chyland pennaculture community 
on that acreage. 

Carlisle Kyzer shared with us her adven
tures in Africa. She is interested in reaturning 
this year, evenrually sharing pennaculture 
with the villagers of Melawe. 

Kris Holstrum of Telluride now has 
finished a greenhouse at her Tomten Fann. 
There is local interest in setting. up a large 

.). 
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Three Sisters Bioshelter 
Nurturing bioregional sustaina
bility with year-round produce 

An experiment in innovative agricultural 
technology in northwestern Pennsylvania is 
the subject of a new report funded in part by 
the Pennsylvania Energy Office. 1bree 
Sisters Farm and Nursery has constructed and 
now operates a "bioshelter." It was carefully 
designed to fit the local climate. The 
bioshelter tests a number of concepts relating 
to small-scale, intensive, low-input farming. 
It also represents the synthesis of a number of 
existing bioshelter and greenhouse designs 
that have been used elsewhere. 

The 1bree Sisters Bioshelter is a combina
tion greenhouse, barn, aquaculture system and 
composting system. It is designed for yea:r
round production, with most of the growing 
space allocated to deep-soil beds intended for 
mature crop growth. Integrated with the crop
growing areas are spaces for rabbits, poultry. 
and catfish production. 

The overall dimensions of the structure 
are 105 feet by 40 feet. Growing space 
accounts for 3,000 ft1 (square feet) while 175 
ft1 is used for poultry, and 150 ft1 for rabbits. 
Composting chambers occupy 700 cubic feet 
and aquaculture tanks total 2,400 gallons. 
Water within the building, for various pur
poses, provides a total of 5,900 gallons that 
functions additionally as thermal mass for the 
basic passive solar heating sytem. 

Attached to the south side of the building 
are 13 cold frames which provide 420 ft2 fof 
growing area. On the north side, an attached 
space provides a kitchen and work area, as 
well as an 8 x 85 foot storage area. A com
posting system is located within the build
ing's north.side where light availability is 
lowest. Each spring 100,000 pounds of 
compost are derived from poultry and rabbit 
manure, bedding, and shredded hay. The 
composting process �vides supplemental 

scale greenhouse for year-round operation. . . . .  _ 
Lynn Lanier, has now moved to A�o- -.::c:-' .· 

vecho Institute in Oregon. She is continuing _ . -�i'. : . 
permaculture work after completing the --��-!'�·--{ . ..,. 

-
adv�ced permaculture design course this ,df �¥r\, · •:..: 
year � Eugene OR. -f�$'{i�•f1�t l '�a,- • • Michelle Thompson of L.A. also complete • " �t;i;:;, 'liJP:-.. I'. _ • .,$.: ""'.'�;., the advanced course. Michelle is considering -k··::·,: -;��=?f�·>/· �"":. ·· ' . ,, 
a move to the Dexter, OR area to set up a .t�:�;;! 1/!l:��: 4...;.:�M, · ·--.:�., 
Permaculture Village. "f·_'i""• ,.1(1/:'r.·-�jw · · � �J'-; 

Marsha Donley, who helped build ''-H:\t,it.: · · · . ·- ; .. . � 
Jerome's greenhouse this winter lives near ., �--�- ,·ii' ·' ·- ' .  i;?l� 
Fayetteville, Arkansas. Marsha manages a ··�� � �i�' ".; 
shiitake mushroom fann. A first premium �.1"�

,.--
&�;i, crop has been harvested, shipped to Jerome, ". ,, . __ _. ... · •· _ 

heat and carbon dioxide that are diverted to 
the growing beds. 

Because a careful insect balance is critical 
to the success of the bioshelter concept, the 
insect population within the building is close
ly and continuously monitored. Habitat is 
provided for beneficial insects, and small 
pools of water are installed to provide habitat 
for insect-eating toads and amphibians to help 
with insect population control When neces
sary, judicious use of botanical insecticides is 
employed. 

Crops ·are planned throughout the year so 
that when one is harvested, a new crop appro
priate to the season can be sown. The inte
gration of animal production with plant 
growth works well, with the key being careful 
monitoring and control of the exchange of 
gases. 

1bree heating systems ere integrated in 
the bioshelter's design. Basic heat is provi
ded by passive solar means; biothennal heat is 
derived from the animals and from the com
posting process; and back-up heat is provided 
by burning wood, with two or three cords 
needed each season. For a copy of the report 
on the 1bree Sistes Bioshelter contact the 
Energy Center. 

Editor's note: This article was reprinted 
from the Energy Watch column published 
weekly by the Central Pennsylvania Energy 
CenJer a1 SEDA-COG in Lewisburg, PA. 
Darrell Frey adds this note: 

We have found excellent markets for our 
"Salad of the Season" in Pittsburgh area. 
We have contract orders in negotiation/or 
organic produce from restaurants and 
markets. Things look gtreat except - we are 
removing glass on our roof and reglazing 
with aolite - we have had. 20 windows break 
or fall so far out of 108. 

Three Sisters Farm & Nursery 
c/o RD 1, Box 75-Cl 
Carlton. PA 163 1 1  
(814) 425-2585 

and marketed successfuly in the Aspen area. 
All in all. this group has been very 

successful in continuing with permaculture 
Three Sisters IJioshelter 

.Biosheltcr 
acti,vities - may it grow and grow. 
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Permaculture Educational Programs 
A number of field trips are also planned. These include: West Coast Aquaculture, Forest Management and Harvesting on Con.es Island; Local Native Indian Band There will be time out for swimming (warm lakes and ocean), canoeing, hiking, Frisbee Golf (challenging 18 hole course) and a possible Island Gardeners Olympics. 

One-month Permaculture Hands-on Permaculture 

Instructors: Principal �tructors, Rick Valley, permaculture nurseryman, bamboo specialist, and pondmsker, and Thelma Snell, who focuses on implementing permaculture principles in the home and immediate snr-rounding area. Guest instructors may include: 
Design Course at Gap · Workshop at Linnaea Farm Herb Hammond, ecosystems consultant who teaches forestry; Terry Gaye, who composts septage and operates a market garden on Vancouver Island; Danny Kirk, oyster farmer on Cortes; and residents of Linnaea Farm who have a broad base of experience to offer. 
Mountain Permaculture Gap Mountain Permaculture will give a Pcnnaculture Design Course from July 15 -August 11 ,  1990. This one month course will cover the core Design Course curriculum and more using c:lassroom. interactive, hands on, and contemplative approaches. Basic design skills such as plant identification, observation skills, topographic surveying, design graphics, design�/client interactions and design processes will be taught. Design teams will work on scales from homestead to small village, including design for retrofit, new construction and a potential cohousing develo�ment. Theri will be ample discussion of the implications of PC and sustainability for aspects of our c:ulture such as agriculture, economics, social and gender issues, health care, housing, etc. Hands on projects may include: topographic mapping, ferrocement tank construction, orcharding. plant propagation, sheet mulch garden construction, and greywater marsh system construction. The contemplative aspects of permaculture are often ignored, and this course will give these inner aspects of the field their due. Time will be provided for J>articipants to attend the Natural Organic Farmer's Association annual conference in Amherst, MA August 3-5, if they choose. Gap Mountain Permaculture offers 'three homesteads 'in various stages of development as examples for study, with solar photovoltaics, composting privies and greywater system, alternative refrigeration, chicken forage system, orcharding, cold climate gardening, greenhouses. food storage, roof water collection, land trust structure, etc. Teachers: Jo Clayson, Doug Clayton, Jude Gregory, and Dave Jac:ke, all Permac:ulture Design Course graduates, as well as others. The teaching team is structured to provide an excellent mix of skills, experiences, perspectives and informatioIL For more lnforl!latlon and a registration form, call or write Dave Jacke, 9 Old County Rd., Jaffrey, NH 03452, (603) 532-6877, or Sharon Devine, 38 Boylston St., Jamaica Plain, MA 02130, (617)524-7092. Fees have not yet been set, but there will be a price break until May 1. The course is limited to 18  students, so register early! 

Dates: August 18-27, 1990 Location: Linnaea Farm, Cortes Island, British Columbia, Canada Description: This workshop will emphas�e hands-� work_usin� pennaculture principles, combmed with brief theory sessions and presentations. Possible projects/topics include: Forests - The various functions and uses of alder trees; Native Plants; Exploring the ecology of the Pacific Northwest Forest Water - Stream enhancement/erosion control; Greywater systems; Water storage systems; Observing resident beavers. Energy - Solar systems: showers, panels, box cookers, water pumps; stoves and ovens. Gardens - Terracing, using dry stone wall teclmiques; orchards, tree sites; Winter gardening, sheet mulching. Household - Making cheese, bread, wine and beer; conserving. re-using, recyc�g. 

I 

Cost: Canadian $250 - 350, Sliding scale, includes food, accommodation, and ruition. Deposit of US$50 or C$75 required. Fifteen person limit. Please indicate which projects/topic� would be of most interest to you, and include some information about yourself, i.e., level of experience, etc. Further Information: Liz Richardson/Linnaea Farm Box 98 Mansons' Landing, BC CANADA VOP lKO (604) 935-6370, or -6413 
Permaculture Programs 
with Friends of the Trees 

Permaculture and Trees A six-day intensive program on trees and all ll.Spe<:t5 of their use in permaculture systems. Dates: August 10 - 15 Instructor: Michael Pilarski 
Permaculture Design Course. Dates: November 8-20, 1990. Location: Northern Great Plains/Mimu:sota. Instructor: Michael Pilarski. Contact for more information: Friends of the Trees, PO Box 185, Port Townsend, WA 98368. (206) 385-9288. 

Mailing list services offered by 

Permaculture Communications We'-:,e been compiling names of people, organizations, businesses and organizations involved m pennaculture, sustainable agriculture, organic farming, tree crops, bioregionalism, and �lated :fiel� for over 7 years. These lists are made available to suppliers of products, · s.�1ces, educational programs :md publications useful to permaculture practitioners. Total listmgs - over 27,000 names, coded by. interest area. Perhaps you need a mailing list to advertise your product or service, or permac:ulture workshop? Call us·first and save some time putting together a good lisL Past users of our lists include: Sonoma Antique Apple Nursery, The Edible Landscape Book. Bear Creek Nursery, Tagari Publications, the Ecological Farming Conference, the Kerr Center for Sustainable Agriculture, Elfm Permaculture, TIPSY, AgAccess, OMNIS, and numerous permaculture design courses. Cost: $60-$80/thousand names, supplied on self-adhesive mailing labels. Permaculture Communications PO Box 101, Davis, CA 95617 (916) 679-2729 
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PERMACULTURE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS 

Permaculture Design 
Course 
Central Rocky Mountain 
Permaculture Institute Date: October 19-30, 1990 This course will emphasize permaculture � _applied to: market gardening (using the existing market garden as a demonstration); desert homesteading using water harvesting strategies, and using trees for envirornnental restoration. Topics will include: Analyzing environmental factors; diversity, stability, resilience of eco,design; energy and nutrient recycling; resource planning - solar, mineral, water, biological; time as a planned resource -deciding priorities; marketing strategies; desert homesteading; fanning in the desert with runoff water; water harvesting techniques; tree crops as a permanent agri-culture; and other topics. Instructors: Jerome Osentowski is a Permaculture Design Comse graduate with eight years experience in high altitude market gardening. He served as the Land Manager and Head Gardener at the V e:rena Project and presently makes his living by marketing products from his intensive integrated garden and greenhouse operation. Michael Pilarski has been a homesteader for the past 16  years in various locations in the Pacific Northwest and is a networker/ organizer on local, bioregional national and international levels. He is the founder of Friends of the Trees Society (F.O.T.S.) and editor of F.O.T.S.'s International Green Front &l22I1 and the Actinidea Enthusiasts Newsletter (Kiwi.fruit). Michael Pilarski has written and taught in the field of Permaculture since 1981 .  He is a graduate of Perrnaculture Design courses by Bill Mollison (1986) and Andrew Jeaves (1983). Michael is the recipient of the 1989 "Pennaculture Community Service Award" for vision and work forming an essential and selfless contribution toward the promotion of permaculrure and healing of the planet. Dan Howell is a desert homesteader and expert at harnessing runoff water for the establishment of sustainable food production systems in arid lands. With neither well nor -surface wate:r and in an area where annual precipitation averages 12  inches, he has established orchards and year round gardens on his arid 40-acre homestead near Datil, New Mexico. Other instructors to be annoimced. , Location: on the site of Jeroine's market gardening operation at Basalt Mountain, Colorado: 8 acres of remote molllltain terrain which support the house, intensive garden greenhouse, and chickens. Tuition: Including all organic meals, lodging, curriculwn materials and field trips is $475. Limited to 20 participants. Weekend or single day attendance is $50/day. For information contact: Jerome Osentowski, P.O. Box 631, Basalt, CO 81621. Phone: (303) 927-4158. 
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"The Art and Science of 
Environmental Design: a 
Permaculture Design 
Course" 
"Permacuiture is pie science of functional 
design, observed in nature and applied as the 
ecological managemenl of human settlements 
and lqnd restoration .•• Permaculture calls on 
all the potential of human intelligence to 
recognize and implement solutions toward the 
repair and regeneration of Earth's life 
systems " Set in the beautiful Columbia River Bioregion of the inland northwest, the location for the course is on an undeveloped 80 acre "homestead" site. We will learn and implement Perrnaculrure Design techniques as we explore the potentials of the site's forest, creeks and clearings. We will develop an understanding of how permaculture teaches us, that through observation of the natural world, we can learn to recognize patterns and designs that can serve as our models for managing sustainable systems in our own home and community developments. This program will meet requirements for Permaculture Design Certification and will also include: • Homestead skills • Environmental issues • Trees, Herbs, Gardens • Political alternatives • Princi:e_als of design • Alternative economics • Food, Water Waste • Small business management � Sustainable forestry • Operating as Non-profit • Patterns in nature • Computer networking • Global village design • Marketing • Soil conservation • Appropriate technologies • Water harvesting • Community Celebration! Through_lectures, !ield �ips and plenty of hands-on, this course m envU"onmental design will allow participants to gain rural and urban "homestead" skills, visiting local cottage industries, orchards and farms, learn and share ski�s. s�y !n a primi�ve s_etting (with nearby swmmung m Columbia River), leading us to a great deal of fun, and a truly awakening educational experience. Course Leaders include: Larry Santoyo - Director of Great Northwest Perrnaculture Institute, brings 10 years of Environmental Education, Resource Prot�tion and Public Lands Management expenence Simon Henderson - Pennaculture Projects Director and principal designer of a Pcnnaculture Village development near Spokane, Wash. Has srudied "Earth A wareness" of aboriginal peoples around the world. 

Michael Pilarski - Founder of the internationally acclaimed "Friends of the Trees Society" and recipient of the 1989 ''Pemiaculture Community Service Award" Dates • Jwe 3-16, 1990 Location - Addy, Washington (2houra north of Spokane Airport ) Course cost - $ 650. ( $200. deposit required. $ 100 non refundable) Tuition fee includes; registration, instruction, materials, scholarship contribution, all meals, camp site. certification and celebration. Permaculture Design Course Graduates are encouraged to attend, as a refresher, ID help teach, and or to get latest cumculum on "Eco-nomic" goals. Partial credit, labor, trade available send offer for reduced course cost. (J{ e can only accept a limited number ) Recommended reading: "Pennacultme: a Designer's Manual" Bill Mollison Send registration to: Great Northwest Pennaculture 2073 Marble Valley-Basin Rd. Addy, Washington 99101 (509) 935-4578 
Two�week Basic 
Permaculture Design 
Course in Hawai'i 

., 

Lea Harrison will lead a team of capable local instructors presenting the basic Perrnaculture repertory: Introduction to Permaculture: Methods - Elements -Patterning, Zone and Sector Design. Strucrures, Microclimate, Useful Plants and Animals, Water Storage, Appropriate Economics, and Urban Pennaculture by means oflectures, video, and slides illustrating essential design strategies. During the second week of the course, participants will create a design project 'onthe-ground' emphasizing observation and presentation skills, resource assessment, and effective teamwork. In our experience this has a powerful catalytic effect on the learning process stimulated by the course. Full-course participants will receive Permaculture Institute Certificate of Completion. This course will be held on Hawai'i island dming the last week of Ocrobcr and the first week of Nov., 1990. Our January, 1990 course, also taught by Lea Harrison with Max Lindegger was a great success, drawing a full enrollment of sbldents from all Hawaiian islands and North American points as distant as !'few York City. Enrollment for the upcoming course will be limited to twenty-five. For further Information: Permaculture Hawai'i PO Box 5167 Kailua-Kona, HI 96745 USA Contact: Peter Bane (808) 322-3294 or Carl Winge (808) 929-9028 L 
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Opportunity to Host Lectures, Workshops or Courses on 
Permaculture or the Fate of our Forests Elfm Permaculture's travel schedule will bring us near you some time during the next year. To the_extent that time permits. we would like to make most efficient use of the energy and money consumed in travel to offer lectures, workshops or courses through any group who wishes to host them. By sharing travel costs among many groups, the burden of such expenses is lightened. The programs given in wealthy countries will pay for the work we do in poor countries, where gunds would otherwise present an absolute barrier to people receiving pennaculture or forest programs. Below is a rough outline of when we will be in different regions. It may be possible for us to detour from this schedule or to arrange for work at a later date to accomodate specific group locations or timing needs. 
Dates Regions to be Visited Aug. 1990 
September 
October 
November 
December January, 1991 February March 
After March 

Leaving from.Florida, USA, we will travel up the East Coast to Maine to attend the Notrh American Bioregional Congress. We can stop enroute. We plan to work mainly in Southern Ontario (Canada) and have scheduled Sept 21-30 for a 10 day permaculture workhsop with confirmation of ther events pending. We could be available for teaching in Western New York (USA) and Quebec (Canada) during September. ·  We will travel south from Ontario through the eastern US Midwest and some southern states (KY, TN, and GA or AL) returning to Florida. On the first leg of a round-the-world teaching trip, we are available to teach in Europe and possibly Mauritius. We will be teaching in India hosted by a local group. We are available for work in the Asian Pacific and South Pacific regions We hope to teach in New Zealand and will consider work in Australia. We will be available to work in Hawaii and western North America. If we enter in Alaska or British Columbia we can travel to virtually any state or province west of Florida. Following rest and work on our publications we are available to work in cooler climes during July and August To learn more about hosting an event, contact Dan Hemenway, address below. Write to be placed on our mailing list to be notified of design course and workshops. Contributions to support work in India and other poor countries will be most helpful if you cannot host an evcnL Half of income from design programs held in North America, Europe and Canada will support teaching in India and other poor countries. Most of rhe balance wiU be used to support our publications and forest work. 
Elfin Permaculture 
Teaching Schedule 

Full, three-week Perrnaculture 
Design Course. Dates: June 1 1  - July 2, 1990 Location: St Louis, Missouri Description: Participants receive an overview of the global ecological situation, 

Ten-day Perrnaculture Desi en 
Intensive workshop. Dates: September 21-30, 1 990 Location: Stratford, Ontario. Description: Following an overview in permaculture design methods, participants form teams and concentrate on producing a design for the site. Drawing on materials from the Permaculture Design Course, the instructor provides information and principles , needed by the students in their design work 

Permaculture Drylands 
Education and Research 
Institute Permaculture Drylands is a nonprofit institute supplying permaculture information and education for-arid lands. It is an outgrowth of the Southwest Regional Pennaculture Institute and Sonoran Permaculture Association. 

, - . I Our current programs are: 

25 

Education: We sponsor courses and workshops ranging from short lectures to twoweek design courses, as well as providing instructors for course sponsored and organized by others. We are excited to be collaborating on courses with the Arizona Windstar Connection, the Waterbird Institute, and the Lama Foundation. For a course schedule, write or call our Santa Fe or Tucson offices. To organize a course for your area or group, contact Ben Haggard at our Santa Fe office. Publications: As well as publishing an expanded version of the journal, we will continue to offer permaculture publications by mail-order, as well as developing new publications. Contact either of our offices for a mail-order listing. To contribute written material to the journal, or to check on a publications order, contact Vicki Marvick at our Publications Office: P.O. Box 27371 ,  Tucson, AZ 85726-7371 (602) 623-0054 Design Referral: Ben Haggard is assembling a list of drylands design course graduates who are doing professional work. This list will be continually updated. Please contact him if you wish to be included. To obtain a copy of the referral list contact either of our offices. Our work is supported by income from memberships, courses, and workshops, and publications sales, with revenues from memberships providing a significant part of our budgeL All members receive our quarterly journal. Permaculture Drylands Journal (formerly entitled "'Sustainable Living in Drylands") and those joining at the Patron and Lifetime levels will receive a complimentary copy of the PmnacuJrure Dzytands Yearbook. scheduled for publication in Winter, 1990. Current subscribers to the journal will be considered members of the Institute until their subscription expires. Journal subscriptions independent of membership will no longer be offered. For membership information contact: Main office: P.O. Box 1812, Santa Fe, NM 87504-1812 (505) 982-2063 Upcoming programs: See Calendar listings on Back Cover, and contact the Main office of Permaculture Drylands in Santa Fe for a complete listing. 
For further Information: 

groWlding in ecosystem design principles, and a survey of applicable developments in sustainable food systems, alternative energy, shelter design. water conservation and management, alternative economics, bioregionalism. urban permaculture, and many other topics. Students form teams and prepare a design for the site. 

· on an ad hoc basis. This is an excellent program for people who wish to design their homes, for those who wish to prepare to make best use of the Permaculture Design course, as well as for design course graduates. For a workshop/design course reading list. Elfin Perrnaculture send $1 plus SASE. For this plus course ,_?7 P.O. Box 48264 outline, send $3. � ' Jacksonville FL 32247-8264 
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Leaming from 
the Third World 
Introductory Workshop & 
Full Permaculture Course Dates: May 1 1-12, 1990, introduction May 11-21, 1990, full COllr.!C. Description: Previous courses have attracted farmers, technical vohmteers, archi
tects, extension agents, agents, foresters, teachers, workers in third world countries, researchers, land use planners and community organizers. To insure a richness of participants we encourage diversity, and hope to mclude local farmers, rachers, international students, and people interested in agricultural developmenL We expect Heifer Project International field staff from several countries to participate. English/Spanish translation provided. Course Content: Knowing who you are; knowing your place in culture: • Assessinfi environmental and cultural health • Examining the ecological basis of sustainability • How to learn from nature • Consumerism and local economics • Relationships between industrialized and developing countries • Specific principles of permaculture • Understanding human needs and the characteristics of sustainable systems • Learning from nonindustrial societies--what the third world can teach us • Consistency of ideology and practice • Other sources of information. Instruction Team: Ianto Evans, grew up in rural Wales. Landscape architect, land use planner, inventor, writer, co-founder of Aprovecho InstiD.lte. Fifteen years experience of rural, third-world conditions; worked in twenty countries on issues relating to loss of forests, environmental restoration, fuel supplies, efficient cook stoves, and kitchen conditions. Eric Resener lives on a homestead in California's Santa Cruz .Mountains with family and friends. Gardener, builder, teacher, small fann consultant. Specialist in homestead economy, techniques ofpermaculture, IIJ}d chemical�free food production, extensive experience in North and Latin America. Tultlon: Full Course $350, Meals & Accommodations $150 additional. Two-day Introduction to Permaculture $100, includes one night's lodging, meals, instruction. Sponsors: Heifer Project International Leaming & Livestock Center Rte 2 Penyville, AR 72126 

(501) 889-5124 The Kerr Center for Sustainable · Agriculture, Inc. P.0. Box 588 Poteau, OK 74953 
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Aprovecho Institute Sponsors Sixth Annual Linked Courses 

Sustainable Development ._ Desarrollo Sostenible para 
For the Third World - el Tercer Mundo 
Using permaculture to extend traditional techniques 

Sustainable Agriculture / Permaculture / Third World Development 
Rainforests / De-Consumerizing / Stewardship of the � 
Ecological Living / Organic Food 

Locations: OREGON: June 15-30, 1990 MEXICO: July 15-30, 1990 Description: Third World societies face serious and immediate problems: Loss of productive land, crop failures, firewoood scarcity, food shortages, spread of deserts, and cultural dilution. These two intensive courses stress positivism and cooperation in strategies to provide food, energy, shelter, and income in a sustainable, ecologically sound manner. Focus will be on the cultural impact and examples of appropriate technology, organic farming and solar energy, sensible landscape planning, and sound economic strategies. The purpose of these courses is to examine and share ideas on sustainability already in use, both traditional and modem; with some of the latest experiments. A diverse team of international specialists will help us defme the issues, assess solutions through field visits, and tty out practical techniques. Course locations are specifically chosen to allow us to approach some of these issues in our daily living. Each day will be a balance of indoor/ outdoor, thought/action/analysis, group discussion/mdividual assimilation, and storytelling/demonstration. Practical workshops may include: the natural landscape; forest management; simple construction; weeds; pest control, organic food production, soil care, simple solar devices. Everything will be translated into English and Spanish. Who are they for? Previous courses have attracted fanners, technical volunteers, development experts, students, and teachers of Thlrd World conditions, peasants, architects, 

homesteaders, extension agents, foresters, researchexs, land use planners, and community organizers. To ensure a richness of participants we encourage this diversity; about 
half the participants will be Third World. Course I is to be held at Aprovecho 's Research Center in the Oregon Coast Range. Main topics: techniques in sustainable development for Third World conditions; cultural anthropology; regenerative agriculture; agroforestry; soil fertility; biological pest control; water conservation; appropriate technology; local economics; food. Course II in highland Mexico will visit living examples of rural sustainability in an area where many innovative projects are succeeding. Previous courses have examined sustainable techniques for a full range of ecological zones from tropical rainforests in Vera Cruz to the slopes of Popocateptl at 13,000 feet. Costs: Tuition, meals, accommodations, materials and field trips for .each course are 
$700 ($350 + $350 to provide scholarships for Third World participants). $100 nonrefundable deposit. 10% discount for full paymenl 60 days in advance, or for emolling a second person, or for full Aprovecho members. 25 person limit. Some work trades possible. Scholarships available for needy Third World citizens. Contact: Aprovecho Institute 

80574 Hazelton Road Cottage Grove, OR 97424 USA 
503/942-9434 

Plants for Sustainable Landscaping 
Three-day workshop Dates: June 8-10, 1990 Location: Breitenbush Hot Springs, Detroit, Oregon. · · 

Instructors: This workshop is one is a series called, "Landscaping in Nature's Footsteps," that Bonnie Bayard and Rick Landt have been offering in Southern Oregon and Northern California for the past five Description: The workshop will explore uses for native, edible and nitrogen-fixing plants in ecological landscaping. Techniques for selecting plants for ecological landscaping and farming will be discussed. Designing with plants, understanding plant communities, and plants in permaculture will also be examined. 

years. Bayard is a landscape contractor and permaculture designer. Both are practitioners of ecological landscaping. Also slated to speak are Jim Gilbert, owner of Northwoods Nursery, and Tom Ward, botanist, herbalist, and author of "Greenward Ho!: An ecological appraoch to sustainable health". Gilbert will review Nut and fruit varieties appropriate for sustainable landscaping and farming. Ward will be leading herb and nature walks. For registration: call Breitenbush Hot Springs at 503/854-3314. For rurther information: call Rick Landt at 503/488-0311. 
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Guatemala Permaculture Study Tour A two-week study tour of traditional sustainable mountain agriculture systems sponsored by Aprovecho Institute (third year). Dates: May-June 1990 Description: Within a small area in western Guatemala are arid and humid tropicip ecologies, rainforests, export crops, and subsistence fanning. The region is a unique reservoir of sustainable peasant agriculture, of traditional villages and cultures, often at high altitudes, on precipitous slopes. Guatemalan farmers are under pressure to adopt imported fertilizer and pesticides, causing disintegration of the traditional culture. 

campesinos in permaculture techniques. Ana Maria is a Quiche Mayan microbiologist, a specialist in composting and hygiene. Mark is a specialist in integrated pest manageinent. Both David and Mark have previously led this tour. Cost :  $700 plus fare. Half of fee provides scholarships for Central Americans. Cost includes tuition, accommodation, food, and all field trips. $100 deposit. 10  person 
limit. Part work trades available: scholarships for Third World residents. For more Information: Guatemala Study Tour Aprovecho Instirute 80574 Hazelton Road Cottage Grove, OR 97424 503/942-9434 
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Master of Science Degree in 
Sustainable Systems Excellent progress has been made in our plans for this new degree program at Slippery {lock University. If everything goes according to our expectation it will be in place by Fall of 1990. Prospective students will be able to emoll . in one of three tracks: 1) Sustainable Agriculture 2) Sustainable Resource Management 3) Sustainable Structures and Energy Production. While a bachelor's degree in one of the natural sciences would be desirable as background for this Master's degree program, it isn't a prerequisite. Our intention is to provide a useful and practical educational experience for the Generalist who shares our deep commitment to healing the earth. If you 

Opportunity to Help: Approvecho Institute has 15 years' experience of work in rural Guatemala. In 1987 we were invited by the Minister of Agriculture to srudy highland traditional farming and advise the government on incorporating permaculrure into national policy. Tours in 1988 and 1989 resulted in widespread training of peasants and rural development workers. During the tour we will all form alliances with Latin American participants to extend their and our own effectiveness. Possibilities exist to stay longer to work with them. 
.------------------- would like to keep in touch with our progress, 

Instructors: David Hammond, Ana Maria Xet, and Mark DuPont lead a teaching team of international development workers and agricultural specialists. Each has extensive Latin American experience. David lives in Guatemala and has trained hundreds of 

Graphic courtesy of Minka, a publication on traditional Andean agricultural methods. Minka, APDO 222, Huancayo, Peru. We suggest you do not ask Third World groups for free copies of publications - this is asking a little too much when postage costs alone may be prohibitively expensive - send money (for postage and the cost of the publication) or something in exchange. 

call or write to: Dr. William Shiner, Chair; PREE-SRU-Slippery Rock, PA 16057, (412) 794-7503 or Dr. Robert Macoskey, Director, The Alter Project-SRU, Slippery Rock, PA 16057, (412) 794-7322[7397. 
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Fourth North American 
BioregionatCongress (NABC IV) 
Uniting to Heal'AII Our Relations: 
Ho�e, qo.m,munity, and the Earth What ii Bioregionalism? Bioregionalism'cmbodies heipitened awareness ofpface. As an emerging way of thinking and bemg in the world, it values the local and reigonal: we see the revitalization of places, people, and local cultures as the only sure way of healing the planet. We respect the natural boundaries of bioregions (life-regions) over artificial, humanimposed boundaries. Leaming to live within the limits of place we inhabit in a sustainable manner teaches us to care for the land, not to exploit it. Rooted in ecological wisdom. the bioregional movement encompasses all our relations: with the Earth. with all other lifeforms, and with each other. Bioregionalists value those ideas and skills that will help us recreate our world upon a new basis. Thus we value permaculturc, watershed management, home ecology, and sustainable forestry as practical skills. alongside more philosophical efforts to define appropriate forms of community, spirituality, and ways of working together across artificial social boundaries of race, class, and gender. Politically, bioregionalism is decentralist and "green" in orientation. But its key widerstanding is cultural: the knowledge that each of us inhabits a "terrain of conscioumess" very much influenced by the place in which we dwell, the w01k we do, and the beings with whom we share our lives. In this context, the re-creation of caring and mote sustainabl� cultures becomes the real work of our time. The Fourth North American Bioregional Congress Dates: August 19-26, 1990 Location: Lake Cobbosseecontee, Maine Contact: NABC IV, c/o Gulf of Maine Books 61 Maine Street Brunswick, ME 0401 1  USA For registration after March 15 - a minimum of USS! 75.00 or the equivalent in Canadian dollars of Mexican pesos. All registration proceeds above the minimum will be used for scholarships. Please give what you can to help others attend. 

Innovative and Ecological Approaches to 
Water and Land Use 
Integrated Aquatic Landscape Design Course at 
Woods Hole Natural Aquatic Landscapes: Ponds and Streams Pond Ecology Pond System Design and Fabrication /Aquatic Pond Equipment Home Scale and Commercial Ponds/Management Methods Site Selection and Soil Prepartion Horticulroral Techniques Integrated Fish/Hydroponic Vegetable Production · Review of Chinese Gardens Selection of Bamboos and Unusual Perennials The $575 course fee includes nine catered meals and course materials. Field trips and site visits as well as hands-on practice in design and construction will be included. The session will be conducted at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution in Woods Hole, Massachusetts. The principal instructors are Earle Barnhart, Hilde Maingay, Christina Rawley, and Ron Zweig who will be joined by other session leaders. Dates: May 25-30, 1990 Location: Woods Hole, Massachusetts Further information: EcoLogic POBox 1440 North Falmouth, MA 02556 USA (508) 563-5980 
The Fate of Our Forests 
A Call for Worldwide Conferences 1990 Brothers and Sisters-Forests worldwide are disappearing at a virtually unimaginable rate. Methodologies vary from place to place, but the underlying causes are greed, short-sightedness, and apparent blindness to the crucial role of forests in balancing global ecologies upon which humans and millions of other species depend for survival. Convinced that large organizations and governments are useless, ·at best, in solving environmental problems, we ha"e designed a grassroots approach, called Fate of Our Forests conferences, which ------------------------1 combines global impact with local practicality. Groups or individuals 

Practicum in Appropriate Technology and 
Community Development � in-depth. hands-on course for F'ple with technical backgi'ollllds focuses on project driven training in appropriate technologies and sustainable agriculture. Snidents will learn social and cultural · aspects of technical intervention as part of their training. The practicum is designed for individuals who already have some basic technical skills and understanding. -Technical projects and areas covered will be based on student interest. The following is a partial list of possible areas: · Water. irrigation/catchment systems/filtration/purification/pumps/ dams Agriculture: land preparation/agroforestry/organic farming/mulch/ animal traction/animal husbandry/ , food storage and preservation Alternative Energy: wind/water/solar/photovoltaics/ biomass/ mcthane/alcohoVcharcoal Health and Sanitation: nutrition/preventive health/latrine construction/sanitation/teaching health workers/ rehydration/cookstoves Dates: September 4 -October 26, 1990 Further information: · Servants in Faith and Technology (SIFAn Rte 1, Box D-14 Lineville, AL 36266 (205)396-2017 
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anywhere on the planet call meetings or conferences in their home region, keeping costs down and charging little or nothing in attendance fees. These Fate of Our Forrest (FooF) conferences are held on the same weekend, this year over Sept. 14-16. We achieve global public relations and spiritual bonding and yet anyone can attend such an event. Groups plan action which is practical within their means. This will be the third round of such conferences. The first round, in 1986, included about a dozen groups who let us know that they were meeting. The second round, in 1988, attracted participation by abour three dozen groups. We aim for one hundred groups in 1990 and one thousand groups in the following conference, probably in 1991. Time is growing short. Join with us to halt the destruction and to work for the healing and regeneration of the forest, lungs of our Mother the Earth. Dan Hemenway Forest Ecosystem Rescue Network (FERN) P .0. Box 48264, Jacksonville FL 32247-8264, USA 

i. 
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Forest Farm Journal 

Published by the Forest Farm Association, this new journal aims to provide an "articulate voice for sensible, sustainable forestry". Based in Southern Oregon, the Association works to promote concepts in all species forest management - "Forestry as if the �rur_e matters. For human families ... with plenty of room for mountain lions, owls, deer and other wild neighbors." With environmental concerns over logging-practices on publicly owned forests (National Forests, and BLM lands) and large-scale holdings by timber conglomerates, sustainable forestry provides an answer to owners of small woodland parcels who wish to make a living off their land. Just as in food farming, small, well managed are� can produce higher returns per acre than large monocropped plantations, partly by paying close attention to diversity. Diversity in habitat, tree species, and understory plants and animals gives a forest owner a diversity of products to ·be marketed - timber for milling, firewood, mushroom production, biomass, wild harvesting of mushrooms, herbs and animal products . The goals of the Association: I. To educate forestland owners, m,;magers, and the public about the forest ecosystem, its health and·productivity. II. To encourage economical and ecologically sound forest managerment by disseminating information on: A. Conservation of forestlands and forest ecosystems; B. Forest management for all species and ages; C. Natural management techniques; D. Maintenance of a healthy system of checks and balances; E. Road design arid construction techniques which minimize environmental impacts while providing access for a greater diversity of products and uses. F. Selection methods for harvesting that keep the forest ecology intact. ill. To promote marketing of a greater diversity of forest products and uses. 
N. To research laws, policies and practices for their ability to promote sound forest management. V. To represent the long-term public interest on forestry issues. VI. To work with other organizations and individuals who support the conservation and mangement of forestlands in both an economical and ecologically sound manner. We highly recommend the journal for current or prospective forestland managers, especially those in Oregon and Northern California. Membership categories: Regular $25; Family supporting member (two or more members) $35; Contributing $65; Sustaining $250; Life $1000; Low Income $15. Forest Farm Association, P.O. Box 7 15, Grants Pass, OR 97526. 

LETTERS 

Seeking. PC Enthusiasts in Pennsylvania Dear Folks: We would like to meet other Permaculture enthusiasts from South Central Pennsylvania._ Cindy &. John Irwin, 301 Spring Hill Lane, Lebanon, PA 17042. 

. .. � 
NY'. PC;W S�!!l.clni J'llelghbon 

B�b Tillotson 
RD�4, Box 4121 .. . , ,  . � Greenwich, NY 12834 . 

@ VILLAGE SERVICES 

·- - (;j;J··· ••• 
• • Ecological Homes & Gardens lrrpr0Y9m8nt & Repai,·Consutting 6 Dnign Electrical Son,ioes Ca,pontry/Woodcrahing 

Graphic Design . .  Gardenin9 �"9 lri.nd:r and lami/i,,s wih sp«ial -toward sinlainable living. 
Dick & Mary Hogan (513) 382-5241 675 Sprague Road Wilmington, Ohio 451 n 

From the Editor. continued from page 2 ... about them and publish (very probably in The PermacultureActivist}. To some extent I'll be giving up a career as a generalist in order to specialize - in.developing a set of strategies for our land and the sur-rounding region. 
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----------------------------.., The finaricial commitment we're making in buying the land is /' Forest Values: phenomenal. Quite literally, we -are putting our banlc accounts into the 
Environmental Biological Diversity Clean air Wildlife Soil ... Production Timber Poles Medicines Mushrooms Chemicals Firewood Paper Pencils 

Recreation Boating Camping Hiking Skiing Canoeing Hunting Mountain climbing Spelunking ... 

Artistic Painting Photography Writing Crafts Florist supplies Spiritual Stress reduction Meditation Oneness with nature Legacy for future generations ... 

land, and may the interest be paid in food, wood, and health. The bottom line as an effective permaculrure designer takes on a whole new meaning when your livlihood depends on iL We are planting for short term income production, long term income (our retirement), as a demonstration site, botanical resource, to restore native plant popula-tions, and for those who follow us. , We are looking for co-oper�tors in our land stewardship venture, in a variety of capacities. We need part-time workers, full-time partners, investors, customers for our vegetables and herbs, wood products; and hay. Though we need people to work with us in the farm business, there is a .place for others who do not We don't intend to create an "institute" in the usual sense of the word, rather a permaculture hamlet, a rural land-based economic enterprise, and a good place to live. Please contact us if you'd like to fmd out more about the land, our goals in developing it and how you might participate. We'll keep in .  touch, . . . . · 
Guy Baldwin Farm address: 1893 Pleasant G•:,ve Lane Marysville, CA 95901 
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�==================� Back Issues of :r 
PERMACULTURE COMMUNICATIONS The Permaculture Activist t: Pennacu)ture I: $ 16.50: Pennacu!ture II: $1650 Issue# Date 'Theme" Price 

I Permacu)ture; A Desf�ers' Manus) Bill Mollison 's new book is I. 1 July '85 P=aculture In Oz $3.00/copy '. .: the new, definitive permaculture, design manual covering all aspects L 2 Nov. '85 Fruit & Nut Trees $250 f . of property design and narural farming techniques, and includes: II, 1 Feb. '86 Garden Design $3.25 , Mia-oclimate & broadscale techniques•Species selection, placement II, 2 May '86 IPC II & PC Design Courses Out of Print & management•Multipuzpose shelterbelt, woodlot, orchard & forage II, 3 Aug. '86 Int' PC Converence Program $2.50 systems•Plant succession & ecology•Revegetation & afforestation II, 4 Nov. '86 Conference Wrap-up #1 $3.25 teclmiques•Home gardens•Zone & sector design•Arid- and humid- III. 1 Feb. '87 Conference Wrap-up, #2 " land techniques & st:rategies•Rangelands management•Soil censer- III. 2 May '87 Sustainable Ag, For Whom? $3.25 vation & rehabilitation of degraded lanps• Water & irrigation III. 3 Aug. '87 The Annual Planting Cycle systems •Earthworks: terraces, swales, dams & canals•Ecological III. 4 Nov. '87 Trees for Life principles .&, practices•Forest systems • Wildlife management • IV, 1 Feb. '88 Marketing the Products of Pennaculture " Recycling/waste disposal•Bioregional organization • Land access IV, 2 May '88 Economics and Community Development " strategies • Community fmancing systems • Village development • IV, 3 Aug, '88 Social Forestry " Writing reports •Business strategies • Ethical values for a new IV, 4 Nov. '88 Multi-Story Tree Crops " world- and much, much more! System for the Dominican Rep. 
$59.95 plus $3 postage & handling per book. Hardcover, over 500 V, 1 Feb. '89 Pennaculture: A Designer's Manual pages with 130 color photos and hundreds of illustrations. V, 2 May '89 Plant Guilds Permarnltur:r Journal or the International Pennaculture V, 3 Aug. '89 Rainforest Conservation in Ecuador Association - Back issues are available - an incredible source of V, 4 Nov. '89 PC Definitions/PC Water Designs background information on permaculture! VI, 1 Feb., '90 Household Greywater Systems + more I.ssues #7 - #33 @$4.00. Issue #31 contains an index to all 20% discount on purchase of 5 or more copies of any back issues; previous issues. 30% discount on orders of 10 or more. Order from: Pennaculture Communications, P.O. Box 101, Davis, CA 95617 {'" �: i .,, ' 
SuhtropJcaJ Fruits - A Compendium or Needs and Uses is a twocolor poster, 26"x30" listing over 98 species and varieties of subtropical fruit trees, vines and shrubs. Great for nurseries, farmers and home orchardists. Info on each species includes climatic tolerance, fruit charcteristics, plant uses, cultural/management requirements, maturity times. Cost: $14.00 (+ 84¢ sales tax for CA residents). PermacuJture Designers Directory, 1987 edition lists 450 graduates of Permaculture Design Courses in North America with biographical info, consulting services offered, skills, resources. Cost: $6.00. 

t 
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t
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} Permaculture: A Designers' Manual by Bill Mollison (1988). Weight: :t 
Perspectives on P)ant Symbiosis: $2.50; Symb!ont Insxu)at!on Strategies for the Nursea: $3.50. Both for $5.00. by Michael Crofoot. These two works cover: • nitrogen-fuing bacteria • mychorrhizal fungi • their symbiotic interactions with plant roots. • methods to utilize and enhance these species for the amateur or professional plant propagator. 

5 polll1ds. $59.95 ] Permaculture One by Bill Mollison and David Holmgren (1974). 1; Weight: 1 pound. $16.00 -�, Permacu)ture Two by Bill Mollison (1979). Weight: 2 pounds. $16.00 .J How to Incorporate as a Non Profit by Scott Pittman: This 100-page J; manual leads you through the procedures for applying to your state lI. for corporation status, and to the federal government for tax-exempt ,l status. These materials will help any would-be non profit organhiza- l tion save possibly thousands of dollars as well as many, many ours ;; of eye-blearing work. Weight: 1 pound. $35.00 ·· � Other Titles: Back issues of Sustainable Living in Drylands newsletter. Issues I, 2, � Designing your Edible Landscape Robert Kourik 1 6.95 3, 4, and 5. Postpaid. $2.00 each i Ferrocement Water Tanks S.B. Watt 1 1 .25 j Fireplaces Kern. Magers 7.00 To calculate shipping charges: Determine total weight of all items. _I Gray Wuer Use in the Landscape Robert Kourik 6.50 Enclose $1 .50 for the first pound, and 30¢ for each additional pound. * 1988 Int, G Fr t R rt Michael Pilarski 5.00 Orders are shipped via UPS unless a street address is not available. " reen on epo Or · U S M ·1 4th I d f.·: More Water for Arid Lands NaL Acad. of Sciences 8 .50 ders to Post Office boxes will be sent via . . ai ,  c ass, an . 
l' Stone Masonry Kem, Magers, Penfield 8.95 may take up to 4 weeks to arrive. • .:· The Earth-Sheltered Kem & Mullan 9.95 Order from: Permaculture Drylands Instirute, Publications Office; [ Owner Built Home ' .__P._o_._B_o_x_2_73_7_1_, T_u_c_s_on_._AZ __ 85_7_2_6_-7_3_7_1,_(_60_2_)_6_23_-_oo_5_4 ____ __,...,r· :..._; The Forest Farmer's Handbook Orville Camp 6.95 ,... The Natural Way of Farming Masanobu Fukuoka 15 .95 Wanted: Experienced market i · The Road Back to Nature Masanobu Fukuoka 17.95 CLASSIFIEDS gardeners wo work on a profit I The Ohlone Way . J',ialcolm Margolin 6.95 sharing basis. Established markets j _ 

$� l��:���!:�r�i�ulture f.i���;����n 1 g:g� ,� >iT; : H�IS� Wa�t�d ) : •.. , �j�����:ii�i�:;:;:� from
l 
{; •·.· Water for Every Farm -. P.A. Yeomans 20.00 ork rade cholarshlp Sisters Fann, Box 75C-l, RD 1 Offered- for Permaculrure Design Carlton, PA 163 1 1. (814) 425-

permaculture Communications, Course in exchange for construe- 2585 or (412) 376-2797. tion and or office skills. Help 
P.O. Bqx 101, Davis, CA 95617 needed in May to prepare site for 

Please add IO% to all orders for postage costs .. -
California residents please add 
6.25 % sales tax: to your order 
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upcoming design course. Send resume to: Great Northwest Permaculture, 2073 Marble ValleyBasin Rd, Addy, WA 99101 
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CLASSIFIEDS l.:.ifo::::_}::i!i!::::g��Ri:�iili:�¥�- -:: :::::::::·:IC:::::J h::":A1:f;:·:::;:.i.:::!.�!:.�.:§f:��HUL;:tl-Iti)i ltt{:�::;f i:)1:K@:�§!:�-�k:::_f:@;)}:Y:.;T Classified Ad Rates _ 20¢/word, Needed: full-time or part-ti.me Unique wildflower greeting cards. $5.00 minimum. advance payment worker or partner for herb/flow:1"/ handcrafted, parchment-like paper. required. Send ad and payment to: veg�table_market garden. Housmg Send_Sl.25 for samp;e. l % _to tree-
The Pmnaculture Activist. available m 16-ft yurt. Pay plantmg fund. Runnmg Ram P.O. Box 101, Davis, CA 95617. negotiabl� _Contact: Sharon _ Cards, Box 74, Datil, NM 87821 Free 25_word ad with any subscrip- Casey, Original Thoughts. ;893 ; . . 

Creative Land AcquJsitlon-Get .· land for yourself and others using � forgotten laws and new idCU: . Infonnation packet $1 (refund� · · :  . .  able). Ridgehaven. POB 849. Glen· Ellen. CA 95442. . . - :  '. . , ' . . tion to the� Pleasant Grove Ln. Marysville. CA Living Tree Organic Almonds, 
1:;,�llli1:!il:gelli:il�iM£!.��giji:::l:i!i:i:i:ll ::�:�: �=LE for - - e1��:�:��l!!htg =���;��� · . Apprentice (in�perienced - room Berkeley. CA 94709 415/528: or couple to co-create and unple-. · '. TECHNICAL BULLETIN on Gap & board; expenenced - room & 4467. ment a permaculture design on . . . 
�1����:�11�::�:=� E�t;:��=r!;;r=. 1-:.;::m1:;::w.samri:e»P:2:.�P}��::::;�::m;;il ��:�;:�?!i:��tff · - :  ; and construction details for cold Marketing uruque salad mix �d Investm�t opportunity m sustain- developers. Must also pay small_ · climate privy. $12 postpaid from herbs to Asp� resorts. Beautiful able agncul�e and permaculture cash rent and help out with routine. Dave Jacke 9 Old County Road. secluded location. Jerome farm. Established markets, good housekeeping. Write to P.O. Box · Jaffrey, NH 03452. Osentowski, Box 631,  Basalt CO land, good production capacity. 1198, Haleiwa, HI 96712. · ___________ 1 81621. (303) 927-4158. �quire: Darrell Frey, Three · . . How to Build the 5,000 Gallon ------------1 Sisters Fann, Box 75C-1, RD 1 Own your own private 65-acre , Ferro-Cement Water Tank that Opportunity on Organic Farm. Carlton. PA 1631 1. (814) 425- wilderness area on beautiful Lake needs no building permit! $10. Market GardeniJ:1g, Innovative 2585 or (412) 376-2797. Berryess11; The money you pay _ · �g9�� PO� 849, Glen Ellen� ��:��;�r�����=� i:::1:-:1:1::;ii;!!·;!/,l���l�e!�:���?��::!:!!!i)!i::;:::::i::::1 ��:��1�;:�E:£56:ei : Portable dwelllng info-letter: Lane. Covelo, CA'95428. 707- Father & 2 children si;ek positJ.�n protected parcels, whic� together, 
about camping, hiking, bicycling, 983-8239. on a fann or comrnuruty. J:Iousmg comprise Quail Ridge Wildernes_s . 
�£�����:�;��!.;�� 1::::i!i::!:¥i?fq�rn:��::t��:�:£��-tf��;/\.:)i;::1 ���:.d��a�l:����-or ? ��;���F�:¥:f!ffi,1�1:. 
discussions. Sample $1 .  Message BUY SAFER® WHOLESALE & Columbus #8-0, Tucson, AZ. CA 95616. 
Post. P.O. Box 1 90-PA, SA VE! Only ONE CASE mini- 85712 1-----------1���.���--?.� ... . ?.?�?�; . . . · . .  , . .  · . . ·.·.··.·.· . . · · ·1 s�· ���ticl�l s�������

c !�l�:�;��f�;R'.��i�:[�Er!gl p!urdtchas��ed1:nalaLanbeShdaau�tiful��:8:00e::cacr::!e ed 
j\/f�(\;:::::r::;:1:1:;li,i�[;::l:i:i�f,��t:!i�;:::::1::/il/:;:::j;:1::::::--::::\ : i��;,8ru�i=�. �f:���.���-�. P AN-URANTIA _DESIGNS - ranch which consists of pristine American Bamboo Society mask" beneficial predatory nema- p��ltur� des1�, pattern wilderness in Texas· hill coun!Iy. Interior Sou�eastem !1ighlands todes. Catalog si .50- refundable. building design, edibl� landscapes. Permaculture Community being . . Chapter. Initial Meetmg: lOam- Dealer Inquires Invited. ODESSA farm layouts & re-designs. formed. Contact Scott Pittman -5pm May 12, 1990, Location: NATURAL ENTERPRISES Cascadia Permaculture newsletter. (505) 982-02063 or Dick Ecklund _ Cheelcy,-ood Botanical Gardens, (O.N.E.), Dept. 1 1 1,  Post Office POBox 163, Rainer, WA 98576 (512) 333-7110 or (512) 661-7849. Nashville, TN. For further Box 537 Odessa, FL 33556-0537. (206) 894-3449 · ' '  information: Sue and Adam Turtle (8 13) 920-4477 Until 9 PM Nobody's Mountain Eastern No Collect Calls . Livingston. TN 38570 · . .  --- . -------- . ------ - -
Free Classified ad for Subscribers: In addition to sending you 4 quarterly issues, we offer a bonus to subscribers: a free 25 word classified ad (or $5.00 off any ad). If you'd like. you can send your ad with subscription payment (or wait 'til later to send the ad). Add 20¢/word if it's over 25 woi:ds. You can also use this form to send in a classified ad if you are not a subscriber. Write your ad here: 

SUBSCRIPTION FORM I want to subscribe to The Permaculture Activist and work to develop an ecologically sustainable land use and culture. I will contribute as follows (please check one): 
D $13 per ye� - Basic-1 ye� subscription (U.S., Canada, Mexico & Central America) 
D $35 - 3 year subscription (U.S., Canada, Mexico & Central America only) 
D $18 per year - I year overseas subscription via surface mail ($23 via air) 
D $50 - 3 year overse1S subscription, surface mail ($60 via air) 
D _$500, Lifetime Subscription ($700 overseas) One dollar of each subscription goes to the Tree Tax fund for reforestation projects. . , . Contributions are DQ!.tax deductible. Please type or print in pei;i the information below. Make · ,  your check payable to The Permaculture Activist in U.S. dollars, and send i t  to: Subscription ·, Dept. , The Permaculture Activist, P.O. Box 101, Davis, CA 95617, U.S.A. 
NAMB 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATS 

PHONB 

POSTAL CODE COUNTII.Y 
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CALENDAR 
May-June, 1990. Guatemala Pennaculture 
Study Tour. Instroctors David Hammond. 
Ana Maria Xet, and Mark l>uPonL For more 
infonnation: Guatemala Study Tour, 
Aprovecho Institute, 80574 Hazelton Rd, 
Cottage Grove, OR 97424 USA (503) 942-
9434. Details pg. 27.I 
May 11-12. Helter Projed Intl. Learning 
& Livestock Center, Perryville AR. 
Introduction to Permaculture 
May 11-21. Full Permaculture Course. 
Instruction Team: Ianto Evans and Eric 
Rescner. Further information: Heifer Project 
Intl. Leaming & Livestock Center, Rte 2, 
Penyville, AR 72126 or Kerr Center for 
Sustainable Agriculture, Inc., PO Box 588, 
Poteau, OK 74953. Details pg. 26. 
June 2 -3. Weekend Introduction to 
Permaculture. Near Prescott, AZ. Taught 
by Tim Mwphy & Joel Glanzberg. Co
sponsored by Arizona Windstar Connection. 
Contact: Pcrmaculture Drylands, Tucson 
office (602) 623-0054. 

June 3-16 . Northeastern Washington 
Permaculture Design Course taught by 
Larry Santoyo, Simon Henderson, and 
Michael Pilarski . Contact: Great Northwest 
Permaculture, 2073 Marble Valley-Basin Rd, 
Addy, WA 99101,  509 935-4578. 

June 8-10. Breiten bush Hot Springs, 
Detroit, Oregon. Plants for Sustainable 
Landscaping. Three-day Workshop. In
structors Bonnie Bayard and Rick Landt with 
guest speakers Jim Gilbert and Tom Ward. 
To register call Breitenbush Hot Springs 
(503) 854-3314. For further information call 
Rick Landt (503) 488--0311.  

Permaculture Activist 

June 11 • July 2. St Louis, MO • Penna
culture Design Course. Taught by Dan 
Hemenway. Contact: Elim Permaculture, 
P.O. Box 48264, Jacksonville FL32247-8264 

June 15-30, 1990. Oregon 
July 15-30, 1990. Mexico. Sustainable 
Development for the Third World-Sixth 

- Annual Linked Courses. Infonnation from: 
Aprovecho Institute, 80574 Hazelton Road. 
Cottage Grove, OR 96424 USA (503) 942-
9434. Details pg. 26. 
June 16 - 30. Drylands Permaculture 
Design Course. Pojoaque, NM. Taught by 
Tim Murphy & Joel Glanzberg. Contact: 
Permaculture Drylands, P.O. Box 1812, Santa 
Fe, NM 87504. (505) 982-2063. 

June 22-24. Murrietta Hot Springs, CA • 
Permaculture Workshop with Simon Hen
derson and Larry Santoyo. Contact: Melody 
McNally, 6330 Randi Ave, E223, Woodland 
Hills, CA 91367. ph. 818 340-5356 or Great 
Northwest Penna.culture. 
July 1S • August 11. One-month Permacul
ture Design Course at Gap Mountain, NH. 
Instructors: Jo Clayson, Doug Clayton, Jude 
Gregory and Dave Jacke. Contact: Dave 
Jacke, 9 Old County Rd, Jaffrey HH, 03452, 
(603) 532-6877, or Sharon Devine, 
38 Boylston SL, Jamaica Plain, MA 02130, 
(617) 524-7092 

July 16 • 21. Hands-On Introductory 
Permaculture Course. Lama Foundation, 
San Cristobal, NM. Taught by Ben Haggard 
& Tmm Murphy. Contact Lama Foundation, 
(505) 586-1269, mornings. 
August 10 : 15. Permaculture and Trees, a 
workshop with Michael Pilarski. Location: 
Port Townsend, WA. Contact: Friends of the 
Trees; P.O. Box 185, Port Townsend, WA 
98368. (206) 382-9288. 

PO Box 551 6 

Bloomington IN 47 407 USA 

ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED 

August 18-27. Linnaea Farm, Cortes 
Island, BC, Canada. Hands-on Permacul
ture Workshop with Rick Valley, Thehna 
Snell, and guest instructors. Contact: Liz 
Richardson, Linnaea Fann, Box 98, Manson's 
Landing, BC, CANADA V0P lK0, (604) 

· 936-6370 or -6413, Details pg 23. 
Sept. 8 - 22. Drylands Permacultore 
Design Course. Waterbird Institute, San 
Cristobal. NM. Taught by Tim Murphy, Joel 
Glanzberg and Mary Schultz. Contact 
Waterbird Institute, (505) 77 6-8388. 
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September 21-30, Stratford, Ontario, 
Canada Ten-day Permaculture Design 
Intensive Workshop taught by Dan 
Hemenway. Contact Elim Permaculture, P.O. i,: 
Box 48264, Jacksonville FL 32247-8264 

f 
October 19-30. Permaculture Design ,.; 
Course, At Jerome's Organic Farm, Basalt, 
Colorado. Instructors: Michael Pilarski & 
Jerome Osentowski. Central Rocky Mountain 
Foundation, PO Box 631, Basalt, CO 81621. 
(303) 927-4158. Details, pg. 24. 
November 8-20. Northern Great Plains/ 
Minnesota. Permaculture Design Course. 
Instructor: Michael Pilarski. Contact: 
Friends of the Trees, PO Box 185, Port 
Townsend, WA 98368. (206) 385-9288. 
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January 13 - 25 repeated Feb. 10 • 16, 1991 J 
Kathmandu, Nepal, Permaculture Design !�. 
Course. See information for INSAN below. l 
February 2 • 16, 1991 Blratnagar, Nepal, 
Fourth International Permaculture 
Conference and Designers' Convergence , 
Sponsored by Institute for Sustainable 
Agriculture Nepal, GPO Box 3033, Kath
mandu, Nepal. ph: (977) (01)524509. North 
American Contact: Cynthia Edwards, 21300 
Heathcote, Freeland, MD 21053, (301) 343-
0280. Details, pg 18. 
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